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Armed militia

Jack Conrad rightly criticises the
negative reaction of supporters of
Left Unity to the comments made by a
spokesperson of the Green Party, who
argued in favour of an armed militia
(‘A well-ordered militia’, February
5). He outlines how this critical
response is based on the opportunist
desire for political respectability and
a deferential attitude towards the
institutions of the bourgeois state.
He provides a historical study of
the importance of armed militias for
bourgeois revolutions, and he quotes
from a resolution of the Communist
Platform: “As the class struggle
intensifies, conditions are created
for the workers to arm themselves
and win over sections of the military
forces of the capitalist state. Every
opportunity must be used to take
even tentative steps towards this
goal. As circumstances allow, the
working class must equip itself with
all weaponry necessary to bring about
revolution.”
In general terms it would be
relatively straightforward to agree with
this perspective as an expression of an
orthodox Marxist conception of the
relationship of the possibility of armed
struggle within a revolutionary process.
However, it is necessary to be critical of
aspects of this standpoint without also
endorsing the reformist approach of the
leadership of Left Unity.
It is important to understand that
the viewpoint of Conrad is based on
a historical analysis of the past and
it is in relation to this context he
utilises many comments from the
works of Trotsky in order to support
his approach. But what is omitted
from his argument is consideration
of the present political situation and
how it relates to the role of violence.
Hence it is necessary to recognise
that people in many countries are
repelled by the use of violence by the
forces of nation-states and terrorist
organisations. It could be argued that
this mood is inherently reactionary
because it tends to uphold the status
quo, but it can also be suggested that
pacifist-type views can be progressive
because it is possible for Marxists
to point out that the major cause of
war is the expansionist tendencies
of imperialist countries and the
defence of economic and political
privileges by reactionary elites. Hence
pacifism is compatible with the goal
of principled socialists to bring about
a world without violence on the basis
of world revolution. Only with the
advance of socialism can we realise a
world without coercion, intimidation
and violent conflict.
Conrad could reply to this argument
and indicate how Lenin rejected this
standpoint as an accommodation
to bourgeois pacifism. Instead it is
necessary to follow Lenin’s example
of the advice given by hypothetical
proletarian women to their sons: “...
learn the military art properly. The
proletarians need this knowledge not
to shoot your brothers, the workers
of other countries ... [but to] fight the
bourgeoisie of their own country, to
put an end to exploitation, poverty
and war, and not by pious wishes,
but by defeating and disarming
the bourgeoisie” (VI Lenin, ‘The
disarmament slogan’).
Read this comment carefully:
its emphasis is on the disarmament
of the bourgeoisie. The importance
of arming the workers is a means
to this end. What is strategically
important is to realise a world based
on the condition of peace. This aim
cannot be realised within capitalism,
or by an appeal to the ruling class to

become peaceful. Instead we have
to support revolutionary struggle in
order to create a peaceful world. In
this context the issue of arming the
proletariat is essentially a means to a
greater end - the generation of peace
based on the overthrow of capitalism.
It is this approach which is necessary
in order to evaluate the question of
armed militias, but Conrad prefers to
pose the issue as a ‘thing in itself’ or
with a ‘self-sufficient’ relationship to
other issues. The result is to provide
an impression that only a violent
revolution is possible.
Conrad may utilise the following
comments in reply: “Our slogan
must be: arming of the proletariat to
defeat, expropriate and disarm the
bourgeoisie. These are the only tactics
possible for a revolutionary class,
tactics that follow logically from, and
are dictated by, the whole objective
development of capitalist militarism.”
And: “But the disarmament ‘demand’,
or more correctly the dream of
disarmament, is, objectively, nothing
but an expression of despair at a
time when, as everyone can see, the
bourgeoisie itself is paving the way for
the only legitimate and revolutionary
war - civil war against the imperialist
bourgeoisie” (ibid).
What is being argued is that if the
mood of pacifism and disarmament
is separated from, and opposed to
the standpoint of, class struggle,
the result can be demoralisation
and ultimate acceptance of the
domination of imperialism. But if
the aims of disarmament and peace
are connected to a perspective of
the overthrow of capitalism, and the
realisation of socialism, then what is
being proposed can be constructive
and principled.
This point relates to one of the
most important issues of today:
how can socialists promote the
transformation of the present mood
and yearning for peace into support
for a revolutionary alternative to
capitalism? Unfortunately Conrad,
no doubt unintentionally, evades this
question because his focus is narrowly
about the validity of armed militias.
What is actually at stake is the issue
of the connection of class struggle to
the importance of peace. If we can
convince people that a potentially
peaceful world can be realised on the
basis of achieving socialism it may
be possible to gain more adherents
to our cause.
Trotsky outlines important criteria
for the necessity of armed militia in the
Transitional programme. He indicates
that the character of the political
process in Italy, Germany, France,
Austria and Spain has demonstrated
the necessity of workers’ self-defence.
The events of the class struggle have
shown that without the workers
organising armed militia they are likely
to be defeated. This is because the
very upsurge in the mass movement
has led to the development of the
forces of counterrevolution that are
dedicated to the physical defeat of the
working class. In this context workers’
self-defence was, or is, crucial. The
lack of this type of organisation has
contributed to the defeat of the working
class in the Europe of the 1930s.
The workers’ militia is important,
argues Trotsky, because it contributes
to the enhancement of the classconsciousness of the proletariat, and
success of these defence organisations
enables the balance of class forces
to be transformed in favour of the
revolutionary overthrow of capitalism.
The problem of political passivity in
relation to the militancy of reaction can
be overcome in relation to the effective
role of the workers’ defence squads.
Trotsky elaborates his standpoint in
his work On France. He outlines how
the militancy of fascism is preparing
the basis for the development of

the physical character of class
struggle. Consequently: “The duty
of a revolutionary party is to foresee
in time the inescapability of the
transformation of politics into open
armed conflict, and with all its forces
to prepare for that moment, just as
the ruling class are preparing.” The
major point that Trotsky is making is
that we have to relate the question of
the formation of the workers’ militia to
the circumstances of the class struggle.
Conrad would seem to disagree and
argues: “Trotsky pours scorn on this
proposition: it means, he says, that
the workers must permit themselves
to be ‘slaughtered until the situation
becomes revolutionary’.” Conrad’s
Trotsky seems to be an advocate of
armed militias for all times and places.
But the major point Trotsky is making
is that the question of the formation
of workers’ militia should be related
to strategy. In this context what is
important is that the development of
these organised detachments should
be capable of enhancing the classconsciousness of the workers and
contribute to their ability to defeat the
forces of reaction and the class enemy.
Instead of this approach, to Conrad the
role of the militia has almost miraculous
powers in generating a revolutionary
situation: “Revolutionary situations
do not fall from the skies. They take
form, mature and find direction in no
small measure because of the long
and patient preparatory work done
by the Communist Party, including
popularising the idea of ‘a popular
militia and the constitutional right to
bear arms’.”
This standpoint is almost
mystical. The actual generation of a
revolutionary situation is based on the
intensification of the class struggle,
and the related creation of a mass
movement that is able to promote
the prospect of the revolutionary
transformation of society. In this
context the Communist Party will
have an important ideological role
in developing credible arguments
for socialism. Thus in countries like
the UK it is presently not possible
to develop a mass movement for
socialism because of the lack of a
socialist culture. Hence the issue
of the armed militia is entirely
secondary, and its significance will
only be promoted by the development
of the class struggle.
Most acts of political violence are
caused by the actions of imperialist
states, reactionary elites or the
role of religious fundamentalism.
This situation is generated by the
justification of violence as the only
basis to resolve conflict. The formation
of socialist states will uniquely create
societies that aim to establish peaceful
relations with countries regardless
of ideology or political preferences.
However, these socialist societies will
also have the aim of promoting world
proletarian revolution, and so this
aim may result in capitalist countries
being aggressive and willing to
engage in military action in order to
topple revolutionary regimes. In this
situation it is necessary to establish
standing armies in order to defend
national integrity. The experience of
the Russian civil war indicated that
only a standing army was an effective
basis to oppose the aggression of
counterrevolutionary armies.
Hence in terms of the development
of revolutionary societies the aim
of an armed militia becomes an
anachronistic and antiquated demand.
Furthermore, most people within
socialist societies will have pacifist
inclinations and so will not want
to join a people’s militia. Instead
people should be encouraged to
join a revolutionary Red Army that
hopefully will never have to engage
in military action. The Red Army will
be ready to act in terms of national

defence, but its major activities
should be caring and humanitarian,
such as medical work.
In conclusion, the views of the
Left Unity spokesperson should
be rejected because they can only
envisage the role of the existing army
within the context of defending caring
capitalism. Jack Conrad has reacted
to their opportunism in a dogmatic
manner and is an uncritical advocate
of violent revolution. Instead our
aim should be to defend a strategy
of peaceful revolutionary change
and to support a perspective of world
revolution in terms of the possibilities
of principled peaceful coexistence.
However, we recognise that reality
might not develop in accordance
with our intentions and so we should
support the right of armed defence in
relation to ensuring the success of the
revolutionary process.
Phil Sharpe
Nottingham

No platform?

According to Ian Donovan, who
apparently considers himself a
communist, there are alienated
Jews who are so committed to antiracism that they have “doubts about
the historicity of aspects of the
Nazi genocide” - ie, they deny the
holocaust (Letters, February 18). No
doubt it is the deep commitment of
some members of the British National
Party for the standard of living of
the working class that leads them to
demand the deportation of all black
people.
Donovan states that, despite my
involvement in Palestine solidarity
work, I am more concerned with
past Jewish suffering than the mass
murder of Palestinians today. Maybe
he would like to substantiate this
particular lie? When I spoke in
support of boycott, disinvestment
and sanctions at the Unison national
conference in 2007 and 2008, it was
in response to Zionists who labelled
the motion “anti-Semitic”. I found
it quite easy to explain to delegates
that it was precisely because of the
holocaust and anti-Semitism that
Jewish people should be the first to
oppose what Israel was doing to the
Palestinians.
The vast majority of Jewish people
involved in Palestine solidarity work
make the connection between the
Jewish experience of anti-Semitism
and fascism and what Palestinians
experience today. Donovan has
managed to find one or two people
who believe that Jewish (in fact
Zionist) oppression of the Palestinians
means there was no holocaust.
Donovan targets Jewish people
who are involved in solidarity work,
since his support for the Palestinians
is strictly confined to writing abusive
and ill-informed letters. The idea of
him standing on a picket line outside
an Israeli shop selling settlement
goods would no doubt horrify him.
Activism is not something that he
finds particularly attractive.
I am, though, surprised that he
feels the need to lie and allege I
threatened him with violence. In
June 2005 Jews for Boycotting Israeli
Goods and others, Jewish and nonJewish, picketed a Socialist Workers
Party meeting at Bookmarks, which
hosted Gilad Atzmon as a speaker.
Yes, I do believe that socialist and
leftwing groups should not host an
anti-Semite or any other racist, but
that is not the same as calling for him
to be no-platformed.
When Donovan quoted an obscure,
10-year-old email, I was somewhat
bemused. Having never threatened
any socialist with violence, why
should I have threatened him? With
difficulty, I located the email and
it states, in response to a statement
of Donovan that he would cross the

picket of Bookmarks: “if you were to
break a picket line calling on people
not to go to the talk, then my attitude
to you would be the same as to anyone
who breaks picket lines”. In other
words, I would consider him a scab.
There was no threat of violence.
It is also a lie that I tried to get
an Atzmon meeting cancelled in
Brighton. We were going to picket it
and then it was called off. We didn’t,
however, call for it to be cancelled.
As for Stephen Diamond, I am all
in favour of criticism of the Jewish
or any other religion. However, when
Atzmon refers to a Judaic god (whose
existence I deny), he does it in order
to explain the present-day oppression
of the Palestinians. In other words, it
is the Jewish religion itself, not settler
colonialism, that explains the racism
of Zionism. I am equally opposed to
those who locate the barbarity of Isis
in the Islamic religion.
As a Marxist, I perfectly understand
that religion is an ideological construct
that justifies war and much else.
Tony Greenstein
Brighton

Not so weird

In the 21st century, sovereignty is
always a fiction - anywhere, any
time. This was even true of the US
president in the last century. The
sovereign is supreme, accountable
to no-one. The sovereign is selfreferential, dependent on no-one,
independent of all. The sovereign
creates their own conditions in
and through which they live. The
sovereign is the author of their
own decisions, their edicts are their
own. The sovereign is the authority.
Carl Schmitt was awry in saying
the sovereign alone decides the
exception: for the sovereign, there
is no exception, only the sovereign only themselves and those they rule,
and that relationship of supremacy,
superordination and subordination.
The Syriza-Anel government is not
sovereign. Since January 26, the Syriza
leadership has presided over a small
state body that is a sub-government,
a quasi-government. They may make
decisions, make electoral promises, but
they are not masters of the destiny of
Greek society. In the vernacular, Syriza
is the troika’s bitch. They are owned.
But can they, will they, do a pseudorunner, make a break for it, trying to
run free of the obdurate capital relation?
The simple fact is that change
needs means. Syriza lack them. On
January 25 they persuaded 36% of
the electorate to vote for them. They
promised the earth - or at least the
end of austerity - and the electorate
was not convinced. Their fans abroad,
waving, not drowning (for the time
being, that is), were swept along in the
hullabaloo, the carnival, the prospect
of the first anti-austerity government
since the 2008 crash.
To their great credit, some CPGB
members and this newspaper had the
foresight to point out the dangers in
constituting the government, judging
that having to engage in what could
only be a negotiating farce would harm
the credibility of the hope that is the
socialising of society, the process that
is necessary to live according to the
socialist aspiration. Echoing Christian
Rakovsky, one may call them the
‘professional dangers’ of elections.
However, I have been somewhat
inaccurate: they argued not just
dangers, but prescribed that Syriza
should not take office. Better to win
the election and tell the society,
addressing workers and allied strata,
that the scope for progress is so narrow
that Syriza could only be, in effect,
the instrument of the troika. When I
first read this perspective, I thought it
rather odd, strange, a bit weird. But
now, as events have shown?
But not taking office isn’t Syriza.
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No, Syriza are constitutionalists,
conventional, and have a subgovernment team somewhat detached
from the party: Leo Panitch says the last
time that either the central committee
or even the executive committee met
was late December. Today’s Greece,
the European and world conjuncture,
the 21st century as a whole, require
quite a different politics. And without
it the disastrous Syriza U-turn will be
one amongst many.
On how the turnaround took place,
readers may be interested in a set of
documents purported to come from
the current Greek ‘negotiating’ team
(https://uk.scribd.com/YanniKouts).
I’ve pulled out choice quotes and
added some commentary in different
voices, starting with the matter of
privatising Piraeus docks, a fiefdom
of the Greek Communist Party:
“On privatisation and the
development of publicly owned
assets, the government is utterly
undogmatic; we are ready and willing
to evaluate each and every one project
on its merits alone. Media reports that
the Piraeus ports privatisation was
reversed could not be further from
the truth. Indeed, quite the opposite
holds, as foreign direct investment
will be encouraged, as long as the
state secures a stream of long-term
revenues and a say in labour relations
and environmental issues” (Yanis
Varoufakis, address to the Eurogroup,
February 11, pp3-4).
Public-private ‘partnership’
(think victim and vampire) is what
Greece needs: “We want to revive
infrastructure projects with public and
private sector investors” (p3). This all
makes sense, as “We are committed to
sound public finances” (p2). Therefore
“Continued primary surpluses will
remain our mantra” (p5) - primary
means before interest payments.
Indeed, we propose a maximum
such surplus of 1.5% of GDP when
“the present disturbed economic
situation has stabilised and for as long
as necessary to achieve the underlying
goals” (p5). You really can trust us,
we are not flight-by-night wideboyz.
And all this is plausible, despite
certain appearances that we ourselves
have cultivated, not least to get
elected, because “we are not tied to
any interest groups” (p2) - such as
workers and the poorer self-employed.
(Peter Bratsis says that Greece is the
world leader in self-employment:
30% of the workforce, 37%-38% if
you include family-only businesses
- which proves a significant problem
for tax collectors.)
Let’s be frank: the troika is our
friend, not our fiend, so it makes sense
for us to sometimes take the initiative
(but only minor ones: we know our
place), requesting that “IMF technical
staff should work closely with the
Greek team to assist in developing
a sustainable debt programme”
(background paper, p11). After all,
from our technocratic vista, this is all
about technique, not politics.
Not satisfied with three institutions
ruling over us, we have even taken
the opportunity - unlike the awkward
squad known as New Democracy - to
add a new one: “The Greek authorities
have asked the secretary general of
the OECD, who has accepted, for
technical assistance in devising,
implementing and monitoring this
new reform agenda” (p12).
Oh yes, there’s also a little bit of
bookkeeping that needs tidying up:
“we are eager to find ways of writing
off the accumulated penalties on
taxpayers in arrears that have mounted
up to €70 billion” (Varoufakis, address
to the Eurogroup, February 12, p15).
So let me get this right. Michael
Roberts has said that the Greek state
owes €333 billion. Assume the ratio
of uncollected tax to penalties is a
generous 10:1 (it’s more likely to
be far, far more). That makes €700
billion in total. This means that far
more than twice the sovereign debt

lies unclaimed within Greece itself,
simply because of a highly inefficient
capitalist state. That, amazingly, is
the scale of this detritus, a capitalist
society - and culture - that has ground
on for the best part of 200 years. And,
despite any rhetoric, this is what, in
substance, is defended within the
horizon of possibilities of the Syriza
leaders and their followers: a capitalist
horizon. Even so, we remain, as ever,
committed: “Privatisations will not be
stopped” (second background paper,
p19). Our word is our bond.
What is totally missing from the
framework agreed last Friday are these
concepts proposed by Varoufakis:
humanitarian crisis; model of Greek
growth; a state-created development
bank; debt sustainability. Instead
the persistent focus remains: repay
the debt, in full. The troika is much
less interested in growing the Greek
economy; as the Eurogroup statement
has it, all must be done “on the basis
of the conditions in the current
arrangement”.
Alexis Tsipras was unambiguous
in his first address to parliament on
February 8 in this Guardian report:
“he said his government did not
have the right to prolong the fiveyear bailout deal that has foisted
austerity on Greece, and felt a duty
‘not to disappoint’ those who had
voted him into power. ‘We see hope,
dignity and pride returning to Greek
citizens. Our obligation and duty is
not to disappoint them.’”
Has this already been transformed
into widespread despair, humiliation
and shame? Probably not. Even so, as
Marx put it, “Shame is a kind of anger
turned in on itself.” And when it is
turned outwards? And which political
forces, formed into organisations, are
best placed to address those emotional
states, emotions that are capable of
being repeated, enacted, day after
day, becoming habitual, hardening
into rigid, robust affective structures
that simply won’t go away, born by
millions of people awaiting catharsis?
It was Thomas Scheff who saw
“humiliated fury as the key affect in
Hitler’s life.”
As the Eltham march demonstrated
during the 2011 London riots, affects
are a powerful motivating force,
ripping through the constraints of
discourse, shredding it, acquiring
independence, transforming people.
Prometheus gave us fire, and the
politics of the Syriza leaders is
playing with fire. Varoufakis spoke
of capital and the Minotaur, feeding
incessantly on human flesh. But the
Minotaur, like Santa, has his little

helpers. Fuelled by fire, they only
need to be set in motion.
Jara Handala
email

Worker’s wage

Rugby Trade Unionist and Socialist
Coalition is furious that two leading
politicians have once again brought
politics into disrepute - and we have laid
down a challenge to local prospective
parliamentary candidates on the
questions raised.
Malcolm Rifkind is a former
foreign secretary and present chair of
parliament’s intelligence and security
committee, which oversees Britain’s
intelligence agencies. Jack Straw is
former home secretary and foreign
secretary. Both earn £65,000 pa as MPs,
and earned much more as ministers.
They are wealthy people. Why do they
need extra money?
It is clear both MPs want to use their
positions to earn extra money in advisory
roles. We are talking over £5,000 per day.
Having have been caught on camera,
both are saying they did nothing wrong.
Let ordinary people be the judge of that.
In my view, this is the tip of the
iceberg. Hundreds of MPs are being
paid for consultancy and advisory work,
despite being on salaries three times the
national average. They are paid to be
full-time MPs, and should be doing
full-time jobs, leaving no time for these
immoral earnings.
I am standing for Tusc in Rugby and,
if elected as an MP, I would only take
the average worker’s wage, which is
about £25,000 pa. That is more than
enough to live on. The rest I would put
back into the community and the labour
movement, as my friend and fellow
Tusc candidate, Dave Nellist, did as a
Labour MP. I would work full-time for
local people.
The involvement, yet again, of
both Labour and Tory MPs in using
their positions for personal gain only
confirms the view about politicians
that ‘they are all the same; they are in
it for themselves’. The fact that they
all, including the Lib Dems, propose
massive further public spending
cuts, whilst they profit individually,
beggars belief.
I would challenge all the Rugby
candidates to explain how they would
avoid the trappings of power. Would
any of them join me in only taking the
average worker’s wage? Do any agree
with MPs being able to use their position
for additional personal gain? The people
of Rugby, and from further afield, will
be interested in their answers.
Pete McLaren
Rugby

Fighting fund

Stamp of approval
“T

hank you for a publication
that continues to challenge,
stimulate and inspire,” writes
comrade RT. In fact, “My week
would be much duller without
it,” he adds. And, just to prove
that he really means it, he added
a handsome £70 to his £30
resubscription. Mind you, RT
confesses that he appreciates the
stamps on the envelope almost as
much as what’s inside it!
And he wasn’t the only one who
sent us a cheque. GK added £20 to
his subscription, while HJ didn’t
need any excuse to post us £50 like RT, he appreciates the Weekly
Worker and wants more of it. Then
there were three PayPal donations
- from UT (£40), SD (£25) and
LU (£10). Not to mention a batch
of standing order contributions
totalling £267, including from SK,
DT and DC.

All that adds up to a useful
£482 - the sort of cash we could
do with every week to reach our
£1,750 monthly fighting fund
target. It takes February’s total up
to £1,355, but that still leaves us
needing another £400 in as many
days! Please use PayPal or bank
transfer to make sure we get it.
Among the standing orders
received, by the way, are two
new ones - from GJ and DW. And
MD has emailed to say we’ll be
receiving his first monthly £15
payment on March 1. That’s what
we like to hear. Any more new
standing order donors out there? l
Robbie Rix
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker

CPGB podcasts

Every Monday we upload a podcast commenting on the current
political situation. In addition, the site features voice files of public
meetings and other events: http://cpgb.org.uk/home/podcasts.

London Communist Forum

Sunday March 1, 5pm: Weekly political report from CPGB
Provisional Central Committee, followed by open discussion and
Capital reading group. Calthorpe Arms, 252 Grays Inn Road, London
WC1. This meeting: Vol 1, appendix: ‘Results of the immediate
process of production’ (continued).
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk.

Radical Anthropology Group

Introduction to anthropology
Tuesday March 3, 6.30pm: ‘Mental time travel in crows and
humans’. Speakers: Nicola Clayton and Clive Wilkins.
Cock Tavern, 23 Phoenix Road, London NW1. Talks are free, small
donations welcome.
Organised by Radical Anthropology Group:
http://radicalanthropologygroup.org

Housing and the class struggle

Saturday February 28, 1pm: Public meeting, Red Shed, Vicarage
Street, Wakefield. Admission free, including a light buffet.
Organised by Wakefield Socialist History Group:
www.theredshed.org.uk/SocialHist.html.

Campaign for Labour Party Democracy

Saturday February 28, 11.30am to 4.30pm: Annual general meeting,
Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, London WC1.
Organised by CLPD: www.clpd.org.uk.

Music beats austerity

Saturday February 28, 7.30pm: Night of radical music to challenge
cuts and privatisation, Manchester Academy 2, Oxford Road,
Manchester M13.
Organised by People’s Assembly: www.thepeoplesassembly.org.uk.

999 Convention for the NHS

Saturday February 28, 11.30am to 5pm: National conference
against NHS privatisation, Hammersmith Town Hall, King Street,
London W6.
Organised by 999 Call for the NHS: www.999callfornhs.org.uk.

Going through the change

Tuesday March 3, 7pm: Film, Bishopsgate Institute, 230
Bishopsgate, London EC2. Made for the National Women Against
Pit Closures during the 1984-85 strike. Followed by discussion with
filmmaker Anne-Marie Sweeney and NWAPC speakers. £5.
Organised by Bishopsgate Institute: www.bishopsgate.org.uk.

Teesside People’s Assembly

Tuesday March 3, 7.15pm: Action planning meeting, St Mary’s
Centre, 82-90 Corporation Road, Middlesbrough TS1.
Organised by Teesside Peoples’ Assembly: http://teessidepa.tumblr.com.

Dismantling racism

Wednesday March 4, 6pm: Tom Hurndall Memorial Lecture,
lecture theatre C0.14, John Dalton building, Manchester Metropolitan
University, All Saints, Oxford Road, Manchester M1.
Organised by Palestine Solidarity Campaign: www.palestinecampaign.org.

Life of Claudia Jones

Friday March 6, 6pm: Evening of music, images and comment,
Congress House, Great Russell Street, London WC1. Remembering
US black campaigner for freedom Claudia Jones.
Organised by South East Region TUC Race Relations Committee:
sertucevents@tuc.org.uk.

Raise the roof for housing

Saturday March 7, 11am to 4.30pm: Conference, Quaker Meeting
House, 22 School Lane, Liverpool L1.
Organised by Left Unity: http://leftunity.org.

Blacklist Support Group

Saturday March 7, 1pm: AGM and national construction rank and
file meeting, Jurys Inn, 80 Jamaica Street, Glasgow G1. All blacklisted
workers welcome to attend and vote.
Organised by Blacklist Support Group:
www.facebook.com/groups/blacklistSG.

Time to act!

Saturday March 7, 1pm: National march to halt climate change.
Assemble Lincoln’s Inn Fields, Kingsway, London WC2, for march to
Parliament Square, London SW1.
Organised by Campaign Against Climate Change:
http://www.campaigncc.org/TimetoAct.

Long march back

Sunday March 8, 11am: Remembering the end of the miners’ Great
Strike, Broadway Hotel, Broadway, Dunscroft, Doncaster.
Organised by Hatfield Main NUM: www.minersadvice.co,uk

Socialist films

Sunday March 8, 11am: Screening, Bolivar Hall, 54 Grafton Way,
London W1. José Luis Garcia Sánchez’s María Querida (Spain,
91 minutes) and Octavia Foundation for Young People’s Hidden
herstories: Claudia Jones (UK, 15 minutes). Followed by discussion.
Organised by London Socialist Film Co-op:
www.socialistfilm.blogspot.com.

International Women’s Day

Friday March 13, 6pm: Turkish celebration, Kervan Banqueting
Suite, 293 Fore Street, London N9.
Organised by Anatolian People’s Cultural Centre: anadolufeding@
yahoo.co.uk.

CPGB wills

Remember the CPGB and keep the struggle going. Put our party’s
name and address, together with the amount you wish to leave, in your
will. If you need further help, do not hesitate to contact us.
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Advertising and the decline of journalism
The Telegraph’s HSBC scandal is an acute case of a malady suffered by all capitalist media, argues.
William Kane

A

s if the scandals surrounding
Jack Straw and Malcolm
Rifkind were not enough,
the ongoing furore concerning tax
avoidance by the Swiss arm of banking
giant HSBC continues to cause
collateral damage.
David Cameron, it is fair to say,
was at the very least tarnished by
his government’s apparent failure
to follow up an enormous dossier
of evidence of sharp practices,
comparing unfavourably with other,
more aggressive efforts from Paris
to Canberra. His decision to take on
god-bothering banker Stephen Green
as a trade minister looks, at best,
naive - although Cameron has never
been notable for digging too deeply
into his employees’ shady pasts (most
notoriously, convicted phone-hacker
Andy Coulson).
Teflon Dave, alas, has only
suffered a glancing blow here.
Far more serious effects are being
felt at the opposite end of British
conservatism from Cameron’s Tory
Blairism: at The Daily Telegraph, the
premier organ of the establishment’s
right wing. The Torygraph attracted
unwanted attention for entirely
ignoring a news story that had spread
out from the BBC’s Panorama to
The Guardian, and then the Times enough, normally, to propel an item
onto the general news agenda.
When something like this is passed
over in silence by other elements of
the press, it is generally a good idea
to wonder why - as with the tabloids’
(and others’) studied refusal to cover
the phone-hacking scandal until they
could not avoid doing so without being
reduced to a laughing stock. Could the
Telegraph’s coyness about reporting
the shady goings-on at HSBC’s Swiss
arm have anything to do with the
bank’s £1 million-a-year advertising
account with the paper?
According to Private Eye (February
20), it surely could: the story, according
to Britain’s finest muck-rakers, is that
chief executive Murdoch MacLennan
leaned on the editorial staff to keep
schtum - a course of action maintained
even as the HSBC files became
subject of dramatic cut and thrust
in the Commons (parliamentary
correspondents and sketch-writers
had simply to ignore the best material
February 16 had in store for them).
MacLennan finally allowed a short
piece to appear at the bottom of page 2,
the traditional graveyard slot of a print
newspaper, which was not republished
on the website. By this point, the Eye was
prodding Torygraph staff for comment,
and two further pieces appeared, this
time, on the website - before the story,
again, disappeared entirely from the next
day’s print edition.
It was not Private Eye which made
this a scandal, however; that award
must go to Peter Oborne, until recently
the Telegraph’s political editor, whose
patience finally snapped. Oborne is a
Tory of the old-school - a principled
rightwinger, and indeed a talented
one; and he penned a lengthy article
explaining his decision to leave. 1
His statement was scathing; and it
propelled the editorial ethics of his
former employer onto the pages of
its rivals. The Telegraph was now
national news.
Its response has not, it is fair
to say, played well with the public
gallery. Initially, it claimed that the
non-appearance of the HSBC files
in its pages was purely down to a
reluctance to get involved in an antibusiness campaign led by ‘lefties’ at
the BBC, Guardian and, er, The Times.
It then ran a story claiming that

online traffic is unimportant, but
over the long term, however, such
episodes inflict incalculable damage
on the reputation of the paper.
Over the long term, indeed:
the Telegraph was the laughing stock
of Fleet Street minutes after that little
treat went live.
If you no longer have much need of
journalistic standards, of course, nor
do you have any need for journalists
with standards. The Telegraph’s
editorial staff has been thoroughly
winnowed; many have jumped, many
more have been pushed. Between a
comprehensively bungled digital
‘transition’, the complete supremacy
of beancounters and ‘commercial’
types in the newsroom, and the
underlying decline of the traditional
media’s business model, you might just
get a journalistic abdication of duty as
shameless as the Telegraph’s HSBC
non-coverage.

Everyone’s doing it

David and Frederick Barclay: proprietors
The Guardian had made editorial
changes to a story about Iraq in order to
appease Apple, which had a significant
campaign running on its website at the
time. Most controversially, a front-page
story appeared alleging that Rupert
Murdoch’s News UK operation had
suffered a spate of suicides among its
commercial staff, whose business it is to
sell advertising space, in a move widely
criticised as desperate and tasteless.

Getting money

The Telegraph’s travails have
allowed its fellow newspapers a
rare opportunity to take the moral
high ground against a competitor.
The Fleet Street injunction that ‘dog
must not eat dog’ (ie, that journalists
must not examine others of their
tribe too thoroughly) is rarely enough
ignored that, when one does so, one
ought to have a reasonable degree of
confidence in one’s superiority.
Yet the prime interest for us is that
today’s Telegraph - for all it is in a sorry
state - simply presents most clearly the
central dilemma facing the traditional
media, which is at root an economic
one. A bourgeois newspaper is a
capitalist enterprise - which is to say, it
ought to make money. We say ‘ought
to’, rather than must - papers can be run
at a loss, but not so much of a loss that
those bankrolling them are bankrupted.
(In this, they may be compared to
premiership football teams.)
There are two major sources of
income available. One, obviously, is
the cover price. Sell 100,000 copies
of The Guardian at £1.80 each; make
£180,000 in revenue. This has not
been a reliable guarantee of profit
for centuries, though, so the second
means of supporting publication arises:
advertising.
Taking the money of other capitalist
enterprises presents a clear risk of
conflicts of interest, which have caused
some embarrassment, again, for a
very long time (the early days of the
financial press saw frequent scandals,
where publicly traded companies
would buy favourable press to inflate
their stock price). Die käufliche
Presse (literally, ‘the press-for-sale’,
or more commonly, ‘the venal press’):

such was the term common in the early
20th century socialist movement for
the capitalist media of the day.
As time has passed, advertising
revenue has decisively supplanted
circulation as the primary means of
income for newspapers. A crucial
moment in the British context came
with the price wars of the early 80s;
with Rupert Murdoch’s fledgling
British paper business in the lead,
cover prices were slashed, which
had the effect both of expanding
circulation (and thereby ad revenues)
and making the press more reliant on
those revenues.
In the 1980s, a proprietor or editor
of a newspaper could be forgiven for
taking this situation for granted - ad
revenue would always be there to
generate profits, or at least reduce losses
on prestige outlets (Murdoch’s Times,
for example) to a manageable level.
Though its effect on the traditional
media is often overstated, the rise of
the web as a mass consumer platform
has seriously undermined this model.
The problem is first of all that, of all
the uses to which the web has been put
in its 30-year lifespan, it is very well
placed to do the job of newspapers: the
infrastructure of the web is designed
to pass around text. The overheads
incurred by purely digital publishing
operations are miniscule compared
to those who have to run printing
presses and other huge fixed capital
investments, for a more efficient end
product (delivering journalism to
people who want to read it, no longer
restricted by the reach of distribution
networks for hard copies).
More importantly, however, it has
seriously shaken up the structure of
the advertising industry. Print ads still
attract big fees (for now - major media
organisations are already preparing for
the point at which print publications
simply cannot be profitable at all); but
newspapers are no longer merely print
operations. Online ad-space, unlike
print, is typically very, very cheap.
Media sites face far more serious
competition than ever for advertisers’
money, in the form of social networks
and the like. They must attract
advertisers’ interest with a little …

something extra. More than ever, the
press is required to be käuflich.
If you wanted a textbook example
of how to screw up this transition,
you need look no further than
the Telegraph. It is owned by the
eccentric Barclay brothers, who, on top
of their various ‘traditional’ business
interests, own their own Channel
Island, and are attempting to colonise
another to give it over to a bizarre
ambition to start their own vineyards.
Their strategic approach to
the Telegraph’s output has been guided
by their insistence that the paper
should turn a healthy profit. First of
all, then, they have tried to shift it away
from its traditional patrician Toryism
in the direction of the wild populism
of the Daily Mail. Secondly, they have
become very cagey about alienating
big-name advertisers. An earlier
investigation into HSBC concerning
Channel Island operations led to a
year-long withdrawal of subsidy,
something both the Eye and Oborne
claim was considered absolutely
unrepeatable, and held over business
hacks covering the banks.
In the last year or two, the populist
turn has been exacerbated by the
appointment of digital media wonk
Jason Seiken to a senior management
role, and the later abolition of the
traditional role of editor. There
has thus been the peculiar sight of
the Telegraph trying to reposition
itself, online at least, as a lightweight
clickbait merchant on the model of
Buzzfeed, producing ‘listicles’ (you
know the type of thing: ‘17 things you
never knew about Jimmy Tarbuck’)
and making ad money from ‘native
advertising’ (digital agency speak
for ‘advertorial’). Oborne alights on
the most egregious example of this
‘decline in standards’:
On September 22 Telegraph Online
ran a story about a woman with three
breasts. One despairing executive
told me that it was known this
was false even before the story
was published. I have no doubt it
was published in order to generate
online traffic, at which it may have
succeeded. I am not saying that

By the same token, however, all media
outlets are suffering: they merely hide
it better. The Daily Telegraph singled
out The Guardian’s little mishap with
Apple, for example; the latter paper
has not responded, which hardly gives
one confidence that the story was
simply made up. Anyone who has seen
the pompously draconian conditions
that accompany Apple advertising
deals will testify to its plausibility.
Many of the same problems facing
the Telegraph newsroom are equally
present at The Guardian - staff
shrinkage, budget cuts, increasing
reliance on lightweight recycled
copy (how many headlines are there
nowadays that combine a major
recent event with the phrase, “Twitter
reacts”?). This is the phenomenon
Nick Davies calls “churnalism”: an
ever-decreasing number of journalists
required to fill more space as quickly
as possible.
The first casualty of this process
is the truth, or even the very rough
approximation of the same we could
ever get from die käufliche Presse. The
second is any clear separation of vulgar
commercial and editorial concerns.
These are tensions, again, which
have existed in capitalist journalism
since its inception. They have been
driven to such a height partly by
technological progress, but also by
another important shift: the decline of
its opposite: the media of the organised
working class.
There is, unfortunately, no
technological explanation for the
latter: indeed, the new market
conditions barely affect the left press,
besides reducing costs, as commercial
advertising has always been out for
obvious reasons, and our papers and
websites have always been produced
primarily on the basis of donations and
the volunteer labour of freely associated
individuals. It is purely an effect of
our disastrous showing in the battles
of recent decades (and the dreadful
quality of what remains of such media,
truth be told - from painfully dull union
advertising sheets to the ‘agitational’
papers of Trotskyist groups).
“If you want a picture of the future,”
Orwell wrote in 1984, “imagine a boot
stamping on a human face - forever.”
For a vision of the future of the press,
absent a political and organisational
revival of workers’ media, consider
a Photoshopped picture of a woman
with three breasts, reported as fact l

Notes

1. www.opendemocracy.net/ourkingdom/peteroborne/why-i-have-resigned-from-telegraph.
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islamic state

Wrong kind of radicalisation

How to explain the ‘teenage brides for IS’? Mike Macnair examines the phenomenon of hope in a
disastrous illusion against the background of the left’s failure

U

ntil the story was overtaken by
the Rifkind and Straw scandal,
the mainstream media was full
of the three young women from east
London - Amira Abase, Shamima
Begum and Kadiza Sultana - who have
run away from home and school to join
Islamic State in Syria.
The start of this week saw mutual
recriminations between the Turkish and
British police; media suggestions that
their school, Bethnal Green Academy,
had not done enough to prevent
‘radicalisation’ (and on the other side,
routine expressions from the school
and locals of surprise, horror, etc); and
demands from David Cameron that
social media networks crack down on
jihadist speech, that airlines are tighter
on allowing unaccompanied ‘children’
(referring in this case to 15- and
16-year-olds) to fly - and so on.
There has been the usual
psychobabble about ‘radicalisation’.
The BBC has linked to an interesting
study, ‘Becoming Mulan’ by Carolyn
Hoyle, Alexandra Bradford and Ross
Frennett,1 published in January by the
Institute for Strategic Dialogue (selfdescribed as “an independent ‘think
and do tank’ working with leaders in
government, business, civil society
and academia to develop cross-border
responses to the major geo-strategic,
social and security challenges of our
time”). The basic point is that, in spite
of the striking character of this latest
case, it is not unusual: IS has recruited
significant numbers of supporters and
intending brides of the fighters among
young Muslim women. The authors
have studied social media output of
the women who have taken this path.
What becomes overwhelmingly clear
is that this is a political choice, not
a matter of ‘brainwashing’ à la the
various cult operations which recruit
from campuses.
What motivates this political choice?
What does IS have to offer young
Muslim women who have grown up in
‘western’ countries, given that it argues
for and applies a version of sharia which
involves the radical subordination of
women - to the point of the rape and
sexual enslavement among its defeated
enemies?
There is an aspect of the political
choice which is specific to young
women and concerns the contradictory
politics of gender subordination and
traditional male and female roles. IS
and similar Salafist organisations can
offer precisely an ideal of ‘female
dignity’ under ‘separate spheres’.
There are two other aspects which
are gender-neutral. In the first place,
the ‘Becoming Mulan’ report indicates
that a prominent value for those who
have gone to join IS is the solidarity
of the umma (Muslim community).
Even where liberal ideology is not
being used merely as a cynical cover
for geopolitics, liberalism precisely
denies and rejects the possibility of
human solidarity. This denial is in
flat contradiction with human nature.
Hence, the more liberalism is in
the ascendant in any society at the
expense of lay solidarity (socialism,
communism, trade unionism, and so on),
the more it produces its ‘other’: radical
traditionalist, rightwing nationalist or
religious forms of solidarity.
Secondly, if, as mainstream
politicians claim, IS is truly made up
of extortionists and murderers operating
under the flag of Islam, the United
States of America, the United Kingdom,
and so on - the ‘western states’ - are
also extortionists and murderers,
this time operating under the flag of
liberalism, and on a very much larger

version of it. Entirely analogous senses
of exaltation through solidarity in
common action have been reported from
participants in the Russian Revolution
and civil war; in World War II; and so on.

Imperialism and
resistance

Amira Abase, Shamima Begum and Kadiza Sultana
and more destructive scale. IS is at
least (apparently) effectively resisting
these bigger-scale gangsters. It is a false
judgment, but an understandable one,
given the radical ineffectiveness of the
political left’s opposition to the biggerscale gangsters.

Women

How are women to have autonomy
and dignity? The traditional view of
liberals is that it is through equal rights
with men. Marxists have equally
traditionally argued that the entry of
women into the workforce creates
the possibility of the emancipation
of women, through breaking their
atomisation in household work and
thereby empowering their collective
action.
The results to date, however, have
been the ‘double shift’ for working
women; continued unequal pay; and
so on. Perhaps most immediately
obvious to young women, the ‘liberal
free market’ and the internet have
enabled the ‘pornocracy’, in which
images of women as mere sex toys for
men are omnipresent; and there is a
continuing ‘rape epidemic’ (in reality,
a contradiction in the regime of gender
subordination, in which more rapes are
reported rather than suffered in silence).
This regime naturally supports a
‘difference feminism’, in which the
idea is that women can have autonomy
and dignity through the recognition of
the dignity of the ‘women’s sphere’
of childbearing and rearing, and so
on, rather than through equal rights or
participation in collective action. But
this sort of feminism, as was already
apparent in the 1980s, converges with
the ‘separate spheres’ ideologies of
traditionalist religion.
This kind of ideology can,
nonetheless, mobilise young women.
This is no novelty in Islamism: for
only two examples, mobilisation of
women behind ‘separate spheres’
traditionalism was already a feature of
the conservative British nationalism
of around 1800, and appeared again
in the ‘neo-orthodox’ anti-democrats
of 1840s Germany.2 Indeed, part of the
paradox is that such mobilisation may
actually function as a form of young
women’s political agency as such,
since precisely by virtue of its apparent
traditionalism it is licensed in relation
to parental control. The strong presence
of militant, veiled young women was,
in fact, already a marked feature of
the anti-war demonstrations and those
around Gaza in 2014.
To go to al-Sham with the aim of
becoming a bride to one of the fighters
is an extreme form of the pursuit of the
ideology. It may also reflect a particular
aspect of it: if there are to be separate
spheres for women and men, what is the
men’s sphere? The ‘normal’, traditional
answer is ‘to be the breadwinner’. But
traditionalist views also represents
men’s spheres as that of the fighter (a
striking instance of women mobilised

to make men fight is the World War I
‘Order of the White Feather’3). And
in these terms, the fighters of IS can
be fetishised as real men or ‘young
lions’ - an identification also noted in
‘Becoming Mulan’.

Solidarity

Human beings are a social species. We
do not have the teeth and claws to live
like wildcats (an individual-territorial
species). And it is perfectly clear
that social interactions are seriously
important to human well-being. In
ancient times, solidarity was close to
being essential to individual survival. In
modern times it remains so: individualist
‘survivalists’ and such-like expect to
hoard the products of sophisticated
factories producing arms, ammunition,
storable food products, and so on. But
this objective necessity is veiled behind
the apparent individualism of the
market and the appearance of the state
as merely an external bureaucracy which
oppresses us, rather than being - as it
also has to be if it is not merely to fail also a means of our collective action in
building and maintaining roads, bridges
... and so on.
The ‘classical liberals’ thought, and
their ‘neoliberal’ successors think, that
the need for solidarity, for collective
action can be avoided or minimised
because the ‘hidden hand’ of free
markets would solve most collectiveaction problems, so that the social need
for consciously collective actions can
itself be reduced to the role of the law
and the ‘nightwatchman state’. Or - put
another way - ‘civil society’ can limit ‘the
state’. The problem is that the ‘hidden
hand’ is straightforwardly false: free
markets do not tend to equilibrium, but
to cyclical panics and social polarisation.
Equally, property is useless without
public rights of way to access it (and of
little use without more extensive public
infrastructure). In reality, the overt action
of the state is a constant necessity in
‘market society’, and hence the liberal
capitalist state is stronger and more
pervasive in its operations, exercising
more control over the daily lives of
its subject population, than European
absolutism or the Tokugawa Shogunate
ever was (let alone antique and tributary
empires, however much Pharaoh might
be called a god or dead Roman emperors
be deified).
The straightforward falsity of
liberalism’s (necessary) economic
assumptions therefore means that
liberalism necessarily produces
its ‘other’: if not socialism, then
increasingly violent forms of
conservative communitarianism
(fundamentalism, nationalism, and
so on). I say ‘increasingly’ because
the violence will continue to rise until
a rupture in open great-power war
temporarily destroys the ascendancy of
liberalism, as happened in 1939-45.
It is this background dynamic which
produces the appeal of the solidarity
of the umma, including the IS sect

The third point is most fundamental.
Many of the women whose social
media output is reviewed in ‘Becoming
Mulan’ reported ‘radicalisation’ as a
result of the images of the grotesque
and inhuman results of high-tech
‘war on terror’ in Afghanistan, Iraq,
Gaza ... It is profoundly important to
recognise that this is not an irrational
or deviant response. It is elementarily
human to care about others; to care
about children; to care about fairness.
It is fundamental to recognise that
liberalism, besides its real effect, also
serves merely as a bullshit banner
under which the states of ‘the west’ are
engaged in unjust wars, in exporting
death and destruction wholesale and
on an industrial scale beside which IS
atrocities are peanuts.
Moreover, ‘the west’ not only exports
death and destruction in military form,
but also does so through International
Monetary Fund ‘structural adjustment’
programmes, the withdrawal of credit
in crises, and so on. This regime is one
of long-run structural and institutional
subordination of the countries outside
the ‘western’ core to the states and
capitals within it. The regime is not one
of market liberty or liberalism; rather,
as it relates to the ‘east’ or ‘south’, it is
one of more or less open tyranny.
The fact that young women in east
London - or their male compeers - are
not directly and personally affected
by this regime (indeed, they have at a
certain level benefited from it in terms
of education, health services, and so on)
does not in the least alter the fact that
it is rational and human to seek by any
means necessary to end it.
IS and similar groups seem to offer a
remedy for the overthrow of the regime:
resist, fight, through fighting unite the
Muslims in a caliphate which can
overthrow the imperial powers. They
appear to be doing something: fighting
back. Who could not be moved by it?
In reality, this last response is a
profound mistake. In the first place,
IS may be fighting back; but it is not
going to conquer the Middle East for
the projected caliphate. The reason is
precisely the sectarian character of its
project, which allowed the Americans
to defeat the equally sectarianised
‘resistance’ in Iraq (out of which it
grew) by allying with the narrow Shia
majority, but buying off some Sunni
‘tribal leaders’. Every step towards
conquest will stiffen the local resistance
to this sectarian project, irrespective
of ‘western’ intervention or not. IS,
therefore, merely adds to the death,
destruction and despair already inflicted
by the US and its allies.
Secondly, ‘the west’ does not treat
only brown-faced lives as cheap, or
wage war only on Islam. With their
‘Maidan’ coup in Ukraine, inevitably
and entirely predictably resulting in a
civil war with Russian support for the
other side, the ‘western powers’ have
shown that they also treat white-faced
lives as cheap if they stand in the way
of ‘western’ geopolitical interests. In the
so-called ‘austerity’ policy in Greece
and elsewhere, the IMF ‘structural
adjustment’ programmes and their
nauseating consequences in mass
impoverishment have come home to
Europe. Not Muslims targeted here, but
Orthodox Christians, as in Ukraine (and

as in the 1999 war on Serbia).
Thirdly, IS is in substance funded
and backed by Saudi Arabia and the
Gulf states. But the Saudi and Gulf
regimes are, precisely, vassal states of
the USA. This was originally authorised
in Washington as indirect funding for the
Syrian opposition, which Washington
hoped would overthrow Bashar alAssad in Syria and thereby weaken both
Iran and Russia. Washington could,
even at this date, turn off IS’s financial
and logistical taps by pressure on Saudi
and the Gulf. Presumably it does not
do so for some geopolitical reason,
though its motivations in the Middle
East are now very obscure (perhaps
even to US state actors themselves). But
this background precisely implies that
there is no chance whatever, however
militarily successful it may become, of
IS overthrowing the regime of western
imperialism. If it did become highly
successful militarily, it would be as an
indirect agency of US imperialism.

Left failure

The popularity of IS among some
young Muslims is therefore hope in
a disastrous illusion. But this hope is
the product of a failure - the failure of
the left to offer a serious alternative
approach to the problem of resisting
and overthrowing the imperialist order.
At a general level, it is not just
liberalism which produces conservativecommunitarian collectivism: it is
our own failure to offer an inspiring
alternative. Part of this failure is
the mass socialist parties’ descent
into the character of government or
aspirant-government parties, and the
catastrophic failure of the USSR, and
with it ‘official communism’. But it is
also the far left’s insistence on ‘toning
down’ its own ideas in the hope of
achieving ‘broad unity’: a hope whose
only practical effect is to silence the
ideas of Marxism.
In the specific, it is the failure of
the Stop the War Coalition - in fact for
the same reason. Once it became clear,
first, that marching would not stop the
invasion and, later, that Iraq was not
Vietnam, the anti-war project needed to
move rapidly to posing a political threat
to the warmongers, by organising in the
constituencies to kick out pro-war MPs.
But the left was splintered: the Socialist
Party in England and Wales had already
abandoned the Socialist Alliance, and
the Socialist Workers Party now did so
in the hope of a larger dividend from
Stop the War or from an alliance with
George Galloway; Respect was too
slow off the mark and poisoned by
bureaucratism.
Stop the War itself was for this
purpose trapped by building itself as
an apolitical, single-issue broad front,
including Labour and trade union tops
and even Liberals. This alliance drove
it to not merely single-issue, but also
single-method: ‘We will march, march
and march again ...’ As the war went on,
the marches have got steadily smaller:
why carry on marching without effect?
Gravitating towards IS - as Amira
Abase, Shamima Begum, Kadiza
Sultana and a good many others have
done - is a dead end. But to offer an
alternative to this option the left needs
to organise itself to fight for a really
radical alternative to the present order l
mike.macnair@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. www.strategicdialogue.org/ISDJ2969_

Becoming_Mulan_01.15_WEB.PDF.
2. L Colley Britons: forging the nation Yale 1992;
J Sperber Rhineland radicals New Jersey 1992.
3. Brief discussion Independent on Sunday May
11 2014.
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russian History

Bolshevism was fully armed
Were Lev Kamenev and Pravda ‘semi-Menshevik’ before Lenin’s return to Russia in April 1917? Lars
T Lih looks at what they were saying a month earlier

I

mmediately following the
overthrow of the tsar in early March
1917, several senior Bolsheviks
returning from internal exile in Siberia
- Lev Kamenev, Iosif Stalin and
Matvei Muranov - arrived in Petrograd
and promptly took over the editorial
direction of the recently resuscitated
Pravda. What line did they take on the
burning questions of the day? Did prewar Bolshevism give them adequate
intellectual tools to forge a political
line both realistic and revolutionary?
An answer to these questions can be
found in a short editorial on March 14
that announced the arrival of the new
editorial team. Although unsigned, it is
definitely the work of Lev Kamenev.
According to almost any secondary
source you pick up, during this period
Kamenev advocated something that
was later termed ‘critical support’ of the
Provisional Government. And, indeed,
you can find the words “criticise” and
“support” in this editorial:
Just as we will energetically
support [the new government] in
the complete liquidation of the
old regime and the monarchy,
in the implementation of
freedoms, etc, we will just as
energetically criticise each failure
of the Provisional Government
to act on its declared intentions
[neposledovatelnost], each
deviation from decisive struggle,
each attempt to tie the hands of
the narod or to put out the raging
revolutionary fire.
Kamenev’s implied strategy seems
neither realistic nor revolutionary.
The elite-dominated Provisional
government was not going to carry
out basic popular demands for liberty,
land or peace. To situate oneself as
some sort of loyal opposition to this
government also meant shirking the
revolutionary task of replacing it with
a vlast (sovereign authority) based
on the people. No wonder Kamenev
has been called a “semi-Menshevik”.
Does this mean that the real story of
Bolshevism in 1917 starts only in
April, after Lenin’s arrival in Russia?
But here is the rub. You get one
impression of Kamenev’s argument
if the passage just quoted is the only
knowledge you have of the editorial.
You would have an entirely different
impression if all you knew of the
editorial was, say, the following:
We must realise that the paths
of democratic forces and of
the Provisional government
will diverge - that when the
bourgeoisie comes to its senses it
will inevitably attempt to halt the
revolutionary movement and not
permit it to develop to the point
of satisfying the essential needs of
the proletariat and the peasantry
… This full satisfaction of their
demands is possible only when
full and complete sovereignty
[vsia polnota vlasti] is in their own
hands. Insofar as the revolution is
going to develop and to deepen, it
will come to this: to the dictatorship
of the proletariat and the peasantry.
On the basis of this passage, one would
argue that from the very beginning of
the revolution, the Bolsheviks wagered
on the inevitability of a clash between
the Provisional government and the
people, or narod: a clash that would
lead directly to the replacement of
the Provisional government by some
sort of revolutionary vlast - that is,
full sovereign authority in the state

Lev Kamenev: editor
- based directly on the workers and
peasants. And, since this is exactly what
happened, it was a pretty good wager.
Which impression is closer to the
correct one? The Pravda editorial is a
short document, and I have provided a
translation (as far as I know, the first
in English) at the end of this article. I
will argue that the second of the two
quoted passages gives us the key to the
Bolshevik outlook in March 1917. Let
me preface my remarks by stating my
conviction that correct interpretation
of this document is crucial for an
understanding of Bolshevik policies and
the dynamics of the 1917 revolution.
And for this reason, we should look
carefully at the Pravda editorial,
entitled ‘The Provisional government
and revolutionary social democracy’.

Development and
deepening of the
revolution

Kamenev gives us a scenario of how
the revolution will “develop and
deepen” (the word “develop” is a
key one in the editorial). This focus
on the process of revolution gives us
a general idea of the time-frame for
his scenario. If the 1905 revolution
began on Bloody Sunday in January
1905, then 10 months passed until the
first major climax of the revolution
(the October Manifesto) and about
30 months until the final end of the
revolutionary era (Stolypin’s minicoup d’état in June 1907).
Thus, when Kamenev predicts the
eventual replacement of the Provisional
government by a vlast based on the
workers and peasants, he is not thinking
in terms of hours, days or weeks (as
were some eager Bolshevik activists in
Petrograd); nor was he thinking in terms
of a stable regime lasting for years and
decades. He was evidently thinking in
terms of months.
The scenario set forth by
Kamenev is very straightforward and
unambiguous. We may paraphrase it
as follows:
The revolution was carried out by
workers and peasants, but the vlast
ended up in the hands of a Provisional
government that represented the
liberal wing of elite society. Kicking
and screaming, under the relentless
pressure of the people, the Provisional
government is at present still carrying
out the necessary task of rooting out
the remains of the old regime - and,

obviously, this is a good thing. But
the bourgeoisie will come to its senses
sooner rather than later and will then
seek to halt the revolution in its tracks.
The workers and peasants must
be ready for this inevitable outcome.
They must keep a vigilant and
suspicious eye on the activity of the
Provisional government. They must
preach absolute mistrust [absoliutnoe
nedoverie] in the promises not only of
the liberals, but also of the advocates
of compromise. And they must
energetically organise their own forces
in preparation for the great showdown.
And that day will come soon, very
soon. The dynamic forces pushing the
revolution forward with incredible
speed are working for us. The
Provisional Government is objectively
incapable of satisfying the demands
of the narod, and the narod will
soon realise this fact. And, when this
realisation sinks in, the task of taking
the vlast into the hands of the people
will become practical politics.
The thrust of Kamenev’s scenario
would be even more evident if we
italicise some small but important words.
To think about replacing the Provisional
government right now (seichas)
would be a mistake. The Provisional
government has not tried to halt the
revolution, because it does not yet have
the power to do so. But the Provisional
government’s counterrevolutionary
essence will inevitably manifest itself
in the near future.

Poskolku-postolku

If Kamenev’s editorial advocated
replacing the Provisional government
with a peasant-worker vlast, then why
are we so strongly assured by writers
on the topic that it did the opposite?
The main answer to this question is
easy enough: the majority of those
who have purported to analyse it
have not read the entire page-anda-half editorial. They are under the
impression that Kamenev used the
phrase “critical support” (in any event,
this phrase is often supplied with
quotation marks). At best, they have
read the sentence quoted earlier, in
which Kamenev says that the workers
will give their support to objectively
anti-tsarist acts by the Provisional
government, while continuing to
criticise and expose it.
If this sentence represented
Kamenev’s entire scenario, the
description of him as a ‘semi-Menshevik’
would be correct - indeed, we could drop

the ‘semi’. But clearly Kamenev was
here describing only the opening phase
of a rapidly developing revolutionary
process. In Kamenev’s scenario, this
revolutionary process will quickly
produce open conflict, preparation for
battle and replacement of the Provisional
government by a worker-peasant vlast
based on the soviets.
We should recall the concrete
circumstances when, two weeks after
the fall of the tsar, Kamenev wrote this
editorial. The great mass of soldiers and
workers, newly awakened to political
life, still trusted the new Provisional
government and its seemingly
excellent anti-tsarist credentials. This
trust was not just based on a deluded
burst of revolutionary good feeling, as
we usually describe the situation with
more than a little condescension. The
fact of the matter is that, in this slice
of time, the Provisional government
was actually carrying out revolutionary
measures: dismantling the tsarist police
apparatus, releasing political prisoners,
setting up guarantees of basic political
freedoms, laying the groundwork for
national elections, and so forth.1 When
Lenin returned in April, he famously
said that Russia was now one of the
freest countries in the world. He knew
whereof he spoke.
What was an aggressively leftwing
political party to say when asked
about its attitude toward a ‘bourgeois’
Provisional government acting in a
progressive way? Deny that policies
such as ending censorship were a good
thing? Tell the enthusiastic workers and
soldiers, ‘We don’t support anything
done by this government, even
otherwise laudable measures’? Both
these approaches seem like dead ends.
A better approach is to admit the
obvious - the Provisional government
is carrying out measures that
strengthen the revolution - but in the
most grudging way possible. Yes, yes,
the bourgeois government is doing
some good things - but against its
will, only at the behest of the workers
and peasants and only insofar as the
masses keep up the pressure. And
no amount of pressure will keep this
government from turning actively
counterrevolutionary. No amount
of pressure will get it to fulfil the
full demands of the people. Yes, of
course, we support specific actions,
but not the politicians forced to carry
out these actions. We will ‘keep our
hands untied’, ready to withdraw
our support and go on the offensive,
because decisive battles loom ahead.
There is another reason why an
inattentive reader might be misled by
Kamenev’s editorial: ie, the presence
of words and phrases that later became
strongly associated with the Mensheviks
and Socialist Revolutionaries, who did
provide crucial “critical support” for
the Provisional government - “insofar
as” (the famous poskolku-postolku),
kontrol, and perhaps even “demands”.
Such readers draw a straight line from
the presence of such vocabulary items
to a specific political strategy, without
paying attention to the actual argument.
A fundamental choice faced the
socialist parties in 1917: either to
support the Provisional government
and, more widely, to try to keep
at least some portion of educated
elite society on the side of the
revolution - or to aim at replacing
the Provisional government with
some sort of narodnaia vlast, some
sort of sovereign authority based on
the workers and peasants, no matter
what opposition arose from any or
all segments of elite society. This
fundamental political choice gives

meaning to the vocabulary - and not
the other way around. This maxim
is especially true in the early days
of the revolution, before the phrases
became strongly associated with one
or another party.
Take poskolku-postolku, for
instance. This phrase bubbled to the
surface during the first hours of the
creation of the new regime, when the
relationship between the soviet and
Provisional government was still being
defined. The constituents of the soviet,
the Petrograd workers and soldiers,
pledged support for the Provisional
government “insofar as” (poskolkupostolku) the government carried out
a revolutionary programme. In a way
that was only intuited at the time;
this was an exercise in sovereignty:
we, the members of the soviet, have
the real vlast, and we are delegating
you, the government, to carry out our
programme.
This phrase became associated with
those socialists who desperately wanted
the arrangement with the Provisional
government to work, who made it their
mission to mobilise popular support
for it. Look (they said), you can trust
this government, ‘bourgeois’ as it
undoubtedly is, because it knows it
will have our support only insofar as it
carries out a revolutionary programme.
And indeed this would have been a
convincing argument - except for the
growing evidence that the Provisional
government did not want to carry out
a revolutionary programme and was
energetically searching for ways to free
itself from any need for support from
the soviets.
One could argue that the Bolsheviks
were the only party to take seriously
the strategy of ‘insofar as’ - the only
one that was genuinely prepared to turn
against the government if it failed to
carry out the revolutionary programme.
Or rather, as Kamenev’s editorial
demonstrates, they maintained from
the beginning that the Provisional
government had neither the desire
nor the ability to accomplish popular
demands, so that any support based
on the logic of ‘insofar as’ would be
fleeting at best.
The same with kontrol and
“criticism”: these words take on a
very different connotation when used
by people on opposite sides of the
fundamental choice. Kontrol (like
the French contrôle) can best be
translated into English by something
like ‘supervision’: keeping tabs on
what was happening, making sure
the Provisional government was
not getting away with anything. For
someone whose basic perspective
was support for the Provisional
government, kontrol was a means
of reassurance: look, we’re keeping
an eye on these guys; they won’t try
anything outrageous, so there’s no
need to overthrow them.
For someone whose basic
perspective was replacement of the
Provisional government, kontrol was
a means of exposure: we’re keeping an
eye on these home-grown imperialists
to find out whether they’re making any
serious moves toward peace or giving
land to the peasants - and we’re here
to tell you that, as predicted, they’re
doing just the opposite.
Similarly, when socialists like
Kamenev talk about making “demands”,
they intended to use them as a means of
exposure. As Kamenev asserted in his
April debates with Lenin,
Should we, as a political party,
take on ourselves to demand the
publication of the secret treaties -
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announce that this is our political
demand? People will say to me,
excuse me, you’re demanding
something impossible. But the
demands I make are not founded
on the expectation that Miliukov
will respond to me and publish
the treaties. The policy of making
demands that I am advocating
is an agitational device for the
development of the masses, a
method of exposure of the fact
that Guchkov and Miliukov cannot
do this, that they do not want the
publication of the secret treaties,
that they are against the policy of
peace. It is a device for showing
the masses that if they really want
to create a revolutionary policy on
an international level, then the vlast
must be transferred into the hands
of the soviet.2

Misleading
approaches

In a standard work on the evolution of
Bolshevism, Robert Daniels writes that
“the February revolution caught the
Bolsheviks completely off guard. The
assumption of power by a conservative,
middle class regime, supposedly
impossible, made Lenin’s doctrine
of the ‘democratic dictatorship’
meaningless.”3 This is exactly 180
degrees wrong. In actuality, pre-war
Bolshevism provided the party with a
solid strategic orientation for the 1917
revolution.
Bolshevism did not primarily
make a prediction about the day
after the fall of the tsar, but rather
proposed a scenario of the “active
forces” of Russian society, joined to
a corresponding strategy for carrying
the revolution “to the end” (do kontsa):
that is, for achieving the maximum
possible revolutionary transformation
of Russia (due to the vagaries of
Marxist jargon, the target of achieving
the maximum possible was termed
the “minimum programme”). The
key task mandated by this strategy
was the creation of a revolutionary
government, a narodnaia vlast, with
the socialist proletariat providing
leadership and the peasants providing
a majority base.
And why was such a revolutionary
government needed? Because antitsarist elite forces would attempt to
take control of the revolution and to
stop it way short of the fulfilment of
popular demands. These elite forces
wanted to go beyond tsarism only
to the extent that their own interests

were served, while preventing
any dangerous concessions to the
anti-capitalist workers or the antilandowner peasants.
If the Bolshevik scenario did
contain a prediction about the day after
the fall of tsarism, it was this: antitsarist liberals will try to seize control
of the revolution and will then try to
halt or reverse the revolution, as it
deepens and develops. As can be easily
seen, exactly this prediction informs
Kamenev’s article. I leave readers to
decide whether the prediction was an
accurate one.
Other knowledgeable observers
say that Kamenev and his colleagues,
Stalin and Muranov, imposed a “sharp
turn to the right”, signalled by editorials
such as the one under review.4 This
assertion is an advance over Daniels,
since it recognises that there were
Bolsheviks who called for replacement
of the Provisional government by a
narodnaia vlast. Nevertheless, it is
seriously misleading.
It has been my experience that
when historians of 1917 rely in their
analyses on such contrasting pairs
as ‘right/left’, ‘moderate/radical’,
‘soft-line/hard-line’ and ‘pragmatic/
extremist’, the result is usually
vagueness and confusion. There was
a wide variety of issues, disputes and
clashes, and the right/left spectrum
can mean something very different in
each case - if indeed it means anything
at all. In the case before us, the idea
that Kamenev’s editorial represents a
“sharp turn to the right” seems to arise
from a confusion of two issues:
 Should we or should we not strive
for a worker-peasant vlast that will
replace the Provisional government?
 Should we or should we not go
out on the streets to replace the
Provisional government today?
The first issue is the same
fundamental choice discussed earlier.
The second issue only makes sense
within the framework of agreement
about the fundamental choice. I can
see how we might describe the first and
more fundamental choice in terms of
‘right’ and ‘left’, although I do not find
such descriptive terms very useful. But
I see no reason to analyse disputes of
the second kind in similar terms. Two
equally left-radical-extremist activists
can disagree over whether actual
conditions are ripe for an uprising or
not.
The first reaction of some
Bolsheviks in Petrograd after the fall
of the tsar was to call for the instant
establishment of the worker-peasant

government mandated by the pre-war
Bolshevik scenario. This call was
expressed in an editorial in the very
first issue of Pravda on March 5, where
we read this stirring call to action: “All
over Russia the red flag of revolution
is being raised. The whole narod is
taking its fate into its hands. There can
be no turning back.” This editorial does
not mention the existence of either the
soviet or the Provisional government.
The fact that the mass-based soviet
was freely offering support to the
Provisional government was a surprise
and a disorienting one. We can see
this in the anguished complaints of
Bolsheviks in the early days, to the
effect of ‘we wuz robbed’, because
of irregularities in elections to soviet
leadership bodies.
So an adjustment was needed
to accommodate these unexpected
realities. But the adjustment was hardly
a profound one - in any event, it was
made by the time Kamenev published
his editorial on March 14. By this
time, the fact of genuine soviet support
for the new government had been
assimilated. Furthermore, Kamenev
and the other returning Bolsheviks
were thinking in national terms, and
they realised that the provinces were
even less ready to support a workerpeasant vlast.
The needed adjustment certainly
did not consist of abandoning the
goal of a worker-peasant vlast: that is,
of switching to the other side of the
fundamental divide (as is implied by
calling the adjustment “a sharp turn
to the right”). Rather, it consisted of
saying to fellow Bolsheviks: we do not
have the mass support to replace the
Provisional government today, and it
would be disorganising in the extreme
to make a premature attempt. But do
not lose heart: events are working for
us, and when the counterrevolutionary
nature of the Provisional government
is exposed for all to see, we will obtain
the needed mass support. It will come
to this - to the dictatorship of the
proletariat and the peasantry.
The Pravda editorial in the first
issue said: “The whole narod is
taking its fate into its hands.” As if
in response, Kamenev wrote: “only
when the Provisional government of
the liberals has exhausted itself before
the face of the democracy [that is, the
narod] of Russia, will the question
of the transfer of vlast into its own
hands stand before the democracy as
a practical question.”
Other informed observers lay
heavy stress on the fact that the

pre-war Bolshevik scenario called
for a democratic revolution, and
therefore, they claim, it was a radically
inadequate orientation for the socialist
October revolution. The danger of this
approach is that it obscures the really
fundamental question (the goal of a
worker-peasant vlast) in order to focus
on something much less fundamental
(the exact programme of such a vlast).
The pre-war Bolshevik scenario
called for a government based on the
workers and peasants, and therefore
hostile to the elite, to carry out a
vast revolutionary transformation
of Russia. The exact nature of this
transformation, the proper Marxist
label for it, is a question that could,
and inevitably would, be worked out
only in practice. In Lenin’s lifetime,
as he himself recognised, the actual
accomplishments of the revolution
- as opposed to goals for the future
- were much more impressive on the
‘democratic’ side of the ledger (land
to the peasants, civil and national
equality, and the like) than on the
‘socialist’. Kamenev’s editorial talked
about “the revolution”, without giving
it a learned label, and this, I think,
was the proper approach under the
circumstances.
We can disagree on the question
of how vital it was that, for example,
nationalisation of the banks was
included as part of the Bolshevik
programme in 1917. Where there is
less room for disagreement is over
this question: is an orientation toward
a socialist revolution a necessary
precondition for a revolutionary drive
to replace the Provisional government
with a worker-peasant vlast that would
carry out the revolution to the end?
Kamenev’s editorial of March 14
seems to me to be fairly conclusive
evidence that the answer is ‘no’.

Fully armed

As I remarked in the beginning,
getting Kamenev’s editorial of March
14 1917 right is crucial for a correct
understanding of the dynamic of the
revolution. One reason for this is the
profound difficulties that the editorial
creates for the widespread approaches
to Bolshevism in 1917 that I have just
critiqued. But the appearance of this
editorial also marks a significant date
in the evolution of Bolshevism.
From the beginning of the
revolution, the Bolsheviks possessed
a solid strategic orientation, based on
a long-standing account of Russia’s
“active forces”. In order to be fully
armed for the battles ahead, they

also needed to absorb an unexpected
reality: although a soviet network
with strong mass support was in
place, the soviets were reluctant to
assume “full and complete vlast”
(vsia polnota vlasti). Speaking at a
session of the Petersburg Bolshevik
Committee on March 18, Kamenev
pointed to this situation in defence
of his editorial:5
After pointing out the role of
the Bolsheviks and then their
insignificant influence in the
Petrograd Soviet at the present
moment, he [Kamenev] examined
this incongruity: it is surprising that
the Bolsheviks are not occupying a
dominant position in the Petrograd
Soviet of Worker and Soldier
Deputies - and why do they allow
into the Soviet the liquidators, who
do not express the outlook of the
Petrograd workers? We are the
representatives of the revolutionary
element in Petrograd, but, in the
meantime, it seems that the wide
masses do not understand us.
Evidently, since we are essentially
correct, we are formulating our
resolutions and decisions in a way
that the masses do not understand.
If we are correct in calling
the Provisional government
counterrevolutionary, then,
clearly, we should overthrow it
and institute a new, revolutionary
one. Therefore, either we should
declare open war on the Provisional
government, or we should take up
some other position in regard to it.
The latter is just what is necessary.
Have we developed to the point
that we can create the dictatorship
of the proletariat? No. What is
important is not taking power what is important is keeping it.
[Nevazhno-vziat’ vlast, vazhnouderzhat’.] This moment will
come, but it will be advantageous
for us to put it off, since right now
our forces are still inadequate.
By March 14, when Kamenev’s
editorial was published, the necessary
adjustment had been made: a wager
on an inevitable clash between
Provisional government and soviet
- a clash that ensured that the
counterrevolutionary nature of the
Provisional government would be
exposed for all to see, so that the
masses would move forward and take
the vlast into their own hands. This
wager took the Bolsheviks all the way
to October l

The Provisional government and revolutionary social democracy
Kamenev’s Pravda editorial of March 14 1917
The Provisional government, created
by the revolution, is much more
moderate than the forces that gave it
birth. The workers and the peasants
dressed in soldier’s greatcoats were
the ones who created the revolution.
But in formal terms the vlast
passed into the hands, not of the
representatives of the revolutionary
proletariat and peasantry, but of
people pushed forward by the liberal
movement of the class of propertyowners. The proletariat and the
peasantry, and the army composed
of these classes, will consider the
revolution now begun as completed
only when it has satisfied their
demands entirely and in full - when
all remnants of the former regime,
economic as well as political, have
been torn up to their very roots. This
full satisfaction of their demands is
possible only when full and complete
vlast [vsia polnota vlasti] is in their
own hands. Insofar as the revolution is
going to develop and to deepen, it will
come to this: to the dictatorship of the
proletariat and the peasantry.
In contrast, the Provisional
government, in accordance with

the social nature of the strata
from which it came, would like
to hold back the development of
the revolution at its first steps. If
they have not done so as yet, it is
only because they do not have the
strength for it. Balking, against
their will, they are compelled under
the pressure of the revolutionary
narod to still go forward. And for
us, revolutionary Social Democrats,
there is no need even to state that,
insofar as [poskolku … postolku]
the Provisional government actually
struggles against the remnants
of the old regime, to that extent
it is assured of support from the
revolutionary proletariat. Always and
everywhere, when the Provisional
government, bowing to the will
of revolutionary democracy, as
represented by the Soviet of Worker
and Soldier Deputies, clashes with
the reaction or the counterrevolution,
the revolutionary proletariat must be
ready with its support.
But this is support of actions
[delo] and not of persons - support
not of the given composition of the
Provisional government, but of those

objectively revolutionary steps that it
is compelled to take and to the extent
that it actually undertakes them.
Therefore our support should
in no way tie our hands. Just as
we will energetically support it in
the complete liquidation of the old
regime and the monarchy, in the
implementation of freedoms, etc,
we will just as energetically criticise
each failure of the Provisional
government to act on its declared
intentions [neposledovatelnost], each
deviation from decisive struggle,
each attempt to tie the hands of
the narod or to put out the raging
revolutionary fire.
We call upon the revolutionary
democracy, headed by the proletariat,
to exercise the most unwearying
kontrol on all the actions of the
vlast, whether in the centre or in the
localities. We must realise that the
paths of the democracy and of the
Provisional government will diverge
- that, when the bourgeoisie comes to
its senses, it will inevitably attempt
to halt the revolutionary movement
and not permit it to develop to the
point of satisfying the essential needs

of the proletariat and the peasantry.
We must be on the alert and
ready to act. Calmly and coolly
weighing our forces, we must use
all our energy to gather, organise
and consolidate the revolutionary
proletariat. But there is no reason to
force events. They are developing
with immense speed by themselves.
And, precisely for this reason, it
would be a political mistake to pose
the question right now of replacing
the Provisional government.
The active forces of the great
revolution are working for us; they
are exposing the inadequacy and the
limitations of any attempt to solve
the tasks of the revolution by means
of compromise.
And only when the Provisional
government of the liberals has
exhausted itself before the face of
the democracy of Russia will the
question of the transfer of vlast
into its own hands stand before the
democracy as a practical question.
The slogan of the moment still
remains: organisation of the forces of
the proletariat, consolidation of the
forces of the proletariat, peasantry

and army by means of the Soviets
of Deputies, absolute lack of belief
[absoliutnoe nedoverie] in any
liberal promises, the most constant
kontrol on the implementation of our
demands, an energetic support of
each step that leads to the uprooting
of all the remnants of the tsaristlandlord regime l
An earlier version of this
article appeared in The NEP
era: Soviet Russia, 1921-1928
Vol 8 (2014), pp1-12.
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An education fit for human beings?
Mike Copestake analyses the strengths and weaknesses of the LU policy
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or all the changes wrought to
the education system under
capitalism, whether as a result
of the class struggle or economic
development, the basic problems
remain the same. In a section from his
popular Women and socialism (1879),
dealing with ‘The socialist education
system’, August Bebel wrote:
Today the question of education
is first and foremost a question of
money. Under these circumstances
an equal level of education for
all is impossible. Individuals,
living in relatively favourable
circumstances, can, by overcoming
many difficulties and exerting great
energy, which not many possess,
succeed in acquiring a higher
education. The masses will never
be able to do so, as long as they
live in a state of dependence and
in conditions of social oppression.1
One hates to keep on about how ‘fresh’
and ‘contemporary’ old Marxist truths
are, but they are true for a reason
and equally worth repeating. All the
reforms won, including from the
high watermark of post-1945 class
strength, have done no more than
modify the forms in which Bebel’s
observation applies. And, as we
all know, even then some parts of
bourgeois education remained utterly
unreconstructed: private schools, faith
schools, military academies and so on.
That is not to say that nothing has
been achieved. Free, local and nonselective, comprehensive schooling
represented the most dramatic change
to the British education system; but, so
long as the roots of inequality remain, the
“dependence” and “conditions of social
oppression” will continue to deprive the
masses of a rounded education.
In the first place, there is the
privilege bought by wealth. Private
schools, in the words of Left Unity’s
education policy, are “divisive
institutions, forming the bedrock of
the British class system, resulting
in the elitism and privilege of a
small minority of people at the
cost of the majority”. This bedrock
remains untouched, though correctly
Left Unity pledges to abolish their
‘charitable’ status.
In the second place, there is
stratification based upon class. It is
no longer imposed through the vulgar
methods of separate schools for
manual, skilled and administrative
workers, but through less obvious
albeit equally insidious means, adapted
to the formal commitment to statised/
semi-social provision.
A shocking one-third or more of
all schools in Britain are now faith
schools run by religious groups,
which select their intake. Schools with
a ‘specialism’ in a given subject can
select 10% of their pupils similarly. A
large part is, however, self-selection
resulting from class position, not to
mention the inflated house prices in
the catchment areas of ‘good’ schools,
whose intakes from socially deprived
strata are always lower than elsewhere
- and tend to become lower over time,
as the surrounding area becomes more
socially homogeneous. Publication of
the supposedly competitive league
tables facilitates this process. A
shortage of school places has also led
to overly complex and time-consuming
admissions procedures, which are more
easily navigated by the comfortably
off and literate, “by overcoming many
difficulties and exerting great energy”.
This is all part of a deliberate
policy, building on the spontaneous
economic inequalities, for capital to
re-individualise education ‘choices’
in a way that frees up the process of

different kinds of production and the
workers that make our society function;
experience of the natural environment;
visits to workplaces and public
institutions; participation in arts, sport
and games. Too often such experiences
rely on individual parental initiative to
supplement mechanical learning ‘input’
in the classroom. A much wider view
of society - the way it works, what it
offers, and how people participate in its
labours and in its cultural life - would
indeed make education more rounded,
reintegrating learning with society itself.
Curiously, there is no demand for the
total abolition of student fees in higher
education; only the right of each person
to receive “up to six years free further
and higher education, to include a living
grant”. Should those who subsequently
return to education - which we say
should be a part of the whole life process
- be obliged to pay second time around?
In an otherwise socialised education
system, how can one account for such an
anomaly? This obviously conflicts with
the earlier statement that “Education is
a fundamental human right”. Or is it?
Perhaps the earlier demands for free,
non-selective education and so on do
not refer to further and higher education.

class stratification and segregation
within the statised forms given - but
with highly centralised funding and
ministerial control to prevent meddling
from local councils, which may be
influenced by the wishes of their
working class constituents.
The higher house prices near ‘good’
schools are the collective cost paid by the
middle class for keeping out the lower
working class and the utterly destitute.
Meanwhile, the immense costs of private
education are a form of collective
purchase for the ruling class and its
aspiring, upwardly mobile newcomers,
for whom it is like paying an entry fee
in order to gain valuable social and
business connections for themselves and
their offspring, and to keep out the lower
orders. All this is only about ‘individual
choice’ in the sense that social classes are
formed of individuals who act in their
own interests.
This is the context against
which we shall assess Left Unity’s
policy on education adopted by the
November 14-15 2014 national policy
conference.2 LU’s proposals come with
virtues as well as vices.

Socialist
education

The preamble makes some
fundamentally sound points. It notes
that the education system “pits
school against school, parent against
parent, the wealthy against the poor,
and child against child, all under the
myth of ‘choice’”. For me, however,
the explanation given for this takes
ideology too much at face value,
blaming the “competitive nature of
capitalism itself”, whereas I would
say that the capitalist education system
is fundamentally conservative, not
competitive, as we also find with much
of business.
Continuing, the document declares
that “Education is a fundamental
human right”. The language of rights
is usually treacherous ground. One
person may feel that kicking the
proletariat in the face is a perfectly
good education, and more than we
deserve! Others - the authors of this
document amongst them - want a
socialist education system as their
right. Rights also only exist insofar as
the person or class claiming them can
enforce them. This immediately places
us back on the ground of deciding what
we want and how to get it, rather than
declaring simply that everyone has the
‘right’ to this or that without regard for
agency or strategy. In short, the use
of ‘rights’ language, so beloved by
imperialism, is at odds with the much
stronger content of the document.
This weakness reappears later,
when the document promises: “We
will ratify the UN Convention of
Rights of Disabled Persons, article
24, which guarantees the right to an
inclusive education for all.” Yes, we
are all for good things like “inclusive
education”, but this is potentially
problematic. In the first place, the
existing UK state appears to already
have ratified the document.3 Indeed, a
number of countries where people with
disabilities no doubt suffer terrible
privations and mistreatment appear to
have signed up.
But the education policy does have
strong points, such as its demand for
the abolition of all academies and
free schools, and their reintegration
into local education authorities,
but run democratically by a mix of
staff, parents, and representatives of
students and trade unions. The Weekly
Worker has on more than one occasion
laid down a challenge to the labour
movement: instead of getting the
capitalist state to bring back the glory

Transforming
society

Top of the pile
days it had itself destroyed, take up
the free school policy as a weapon,
and establish our own such institutions.
But, given that the policy calls for the
abolition of free schools as part of a
general democratisation of educational
administration, I see no necessary
conflict here, unless one insists on
taking demands entirely in isolation.
Despite appearing strong on
academies and free schools, however,
the document seems uncertain in
relation to state funding for religious
schools, many of which are academies,
etc. The passage in question reads:
Left Unity would withdraw state
funding from schools or colleges
which exclusively promote any one
religious belief system, including
Christianity, or require such
establishments to have an open,
secular enrolment.
Given that these two methods differ
quite a lot, it seems odd to have both
policies, rather than simply the first
one. Withdrawing state funding would
require closing, then re-opening, the
school with some new staff and in
cooperation with the local council,
parents, teaching organisations and so
on, clearly establishing a clean break. On
the other hand, simply requiring “secular
enrolment”, not secular education …?
The document also insists that Left
Unity should “listen to and learn from
... the Save Childhood Movement”.
The name is terrible, and smacks of
a rose-tinted view of the ‘good old
days’. The blurb on this organisation’s
website does little to dispel that
impression: “… we do want to explore
whether modern children are now

missing the vital sense of belonging
and contribution within community
that was so much a part of children’s
life before.”4
‘When was this?’ and ‘whose
children?’ are questions that immediately
spring to mind. Like many well-meaning
liberal organisations, the problems they
find in capitalism are perfectly valid,
and the group says many things that we
could agree with: the value of play as
learning, an end to excessive testing,
children are natural learners - one
could go on. But the whole diagnosis
is misplaced: blaming ‘modern values’
and looking back to some imaginary
age when, presumably, children left
school, having regularly undergone
beatings, but somehow feeling a real
sense of community well-being, as they
embarked on a new life working in the
mill. This misplaced nostalgia leads to
‘solutions’ which are no such thing - the
last thing they do is challenge capitalist
social relations. Taken as a whole the
campaign can only be a source of
illusions, based on a methodology which
essentialises a ‘natural childhood’. As
communists we are happy to learn from
anyone, liberal academics and childcare
specialists included, but it is undeniable
that this lot are more wrong than right,
and should not be referred to positively
in our policy.
By the authors’ own admission, LU’s
agreed policy document is in need of
filling out when its proposals reach
the secondary level. However, there is
a positive commitment not to “divide
academic from ‘non-academic’ study at
any age”. This is a welcome and longstanding socialist commitment, and could
be improved by clarifying that a rounded
education must include: learning about

In short, mixed in with some sound
demands there is a certain hesitancy,
a lack of clarity and a steady trickle of
liberal or tokenistic ideas.
We are lumbered with an education
system which is both hampered by its
very nature as one designed to serve
capital, and by the fact that the learners
themselves are products of class
society. Therefore a socialist education
policy cannot be coherently formulated
in the absence of a programme that
addresses every other aspect of society
and the need to overturn the rule and
the logic of capital everywhere. The
Left Unity education document does
appear to half-recognise this - in the
section headed ‘Pupils with additional
needs’, for instance5 - whereas it should
be upfront and centre-stage. However,
its main strength is that it is clear that
our alternative is about providing
an education fit for human beings rounded, democratic, life-long, varied
and polytechnical in nature.
Many of the measures proposed in
the policy document - as well as its
aims for a human education that is not
defined by the needs of capital - if we
take them seriously, are incompatible
with the continued existence of the
current social order. They require a
society based on socialised property
and extreme democracy - far, far from
the idea of a return to 1945. Therefore,
it is pointless and self-defeating to
advocate that Left Unity’s programme
as a whole should consist of demands
which avoid being ‘too extreme’ for
the sake of ‘broadness’. Without a
fully socialist programme even the
existing education policy, despite
its weaknesses, makes no sense. A
coherent programme must consist of
policies that support and reinforce the
whole and all its parts l

Notes

1. www.marxists.org/archive/bebel/1879/societyfuture/ch05.htm.
2. Available at http://leftunity.org/educationpolicy.
3. At least according to http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Convention_on_the_Rights_of_Persons_
with_Disabilities.
4. www.savechildhood.net/children-and-themodern-world.html.
5. From ‘Pupils with additional needs’: “We
recognise also that many problems which lead to
learning or behavioural difficulties at school are
caused by social inequality, such as poverty and
homelessness, which can only be addressed by
better economic and social policies, not through
education alone.”
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Arguments about Greens
T

he Greenwich and Lewisham
branch of Left Unity has
probably been amongst the most
successful - in terms of the numbers
attending its meetings and the debates
it has held, at any rate.
When the national officers
announced their call for an electoral
alliance with the Green Party on
February 12, it just so happened
that we were holding one of our
fortnightly meetings that evening.
Unsurprisingly, this dominated the
discussion and relegated items of
branch organisation off the agenda.
In the end the eight members present
voted unanimously for the following
motion:
“This meeting is appalled by
the ‘Appeal for an alliance against
austerity’ statement from Left Unity
national officers, which goes beyond
conference and national council
decisions. It advocates an electoral
arrangement with parties or groups
that, by implication, are not working
class. Left Unity should support all
working class candidates who agree
to oppose all cuts to services,
and try to ensure that no
such candidates stand
against each other.”
The motion was sent
to the national office
and will hopefully
be discussed at this
weekend’s national
council meeting,
while similar
protests have come
from Lambeth and
Hackney.

Green politics are not socialist

Subsequently two
absent comrades - both
members of Socialist Action,
as it happens - stated on our
email discussion list that,
had they been present, they

would have opposed the motion. For
them the central question is precisely
austerity, and the formation of a broad
alliance to oppose it. If this means,
as it does, that anti-capitalism, and
the propagation of working class
independence and a new society, is
dropped (temporarily, of course), then
so be it.
Anyway, the organisational
questions - not least the need to elect
new officers, following the resignation
from Left Unity of national council
member Gioia Coppola - were held
over to an additional meeting the
following week, and on February 19
a young ex-Workers Power comrade,
Brad Atkinson, was elected secretary,
while Tony Aldis was re-elected
treasurer (we agreed there would be
a rotating chair). Comrade Atkinson
is keen to push LU more forcefully
within the local movement.
We also discussed branch
nominations to national positions.
Following the departure of comrade
Coppola, Toby Abse is the remaining
NC member from Greenwich and
Lewisham branch and he is seeking
re-election. Meanwhile, I too declared
I would like to stand for the NC. There
were 10 comrades present and, of the
eight voting members, six supported
my nomination, while Toby’s was
unanimously agreed.
The two who opposed me were Nick
Long - who almost 20 years ago joined in
the witch-hunt against CPGB comrades
in Arthur Scargill’s Socialist Labour
Party - and Richard von Abendorff
from Socialist Action. Comrade Long
said that he was against the “ultraleft” CPGB, which is renowned for
entering broad parties in order to split
them and recruit to itself. He pointed
out that supporters of the Communist
Platform all sit together at conference
and vote as a bloc - in itself proof of
our nefarious intentions, obviously. He
stated that unnamed people have been
complaining about my reports in the
Weekly Worker, which breach comrades’
confidentiality. If I was elected to the
NC, declared comrade Long, I would
abuse the position to behave in exactly
the same way.
However, I was strongly supported
by José Maria Martinelli, the
Argentinian comrade whose motion on
working class independence in South
America was unfortunately not reached
at the November policy conference,
while a couple of others said that all
trends should be represented on the
leadership, including “the Communist
Party”. Comrade von Abendorff from
SA interjected to point out that there

are several organisations which use the
name “Communist Party”, but that did
not mean they were the genuine article.
Replying to these points, I
said that, yes, we have the name,
“Communist Party of Great Britain”,
but at the same time we say that
there is no Communist Party. Far
from wishing to split LU in order to
recruit to ourselves, we want to win it
to the idea that we need a Communist
Party - one that brings together all
the best elements from the existing
divided left (including comrades from
the Socialist Workers Party, Socialist
Party in England and Wales, Socialist
Action ...) on the basis of Marxism.
As for reporting the affairs of Left
Unity, including the branch, in the
Weekly Worker, I pointed out that we
are in politics and it is normal for our
ideas to be discussed and challenged. I
ridiculed the notion that I would target
some hapless newcomer in my articles
or jeopardise anyone’s security. What
is needed is precisely openness - not
the “confidentiality” that the LU
disputes committee insists upon when
it comes to its own deliberations,
for instance, to justify the pledge
of secrecy it imposes on comrades
accused of daring to politically
criticise LU branch office holders and
experienced activists.
In his own reply, comrade Abse
- a regular writer for the Weekly
Worker on Italy - said that he had his
“differences” with us - for instance, he
thought that “at this stage” a “halfway
house” was precisely what we need.
But he voted for me, as did comrades
Atkinson and Aldis.
We also unanimously nominated
comrade von Abendorff for re-election
to the standing orders committee,
despite his support for the national
officers’ February 12 call. During
the meeting he put forward Socialist
Action’s priorities during the election
period. An alliance against austerity
(and racism) was the key issue and
that had to colour our intervention
in the May elections. While it was
right to stand some LU candidates, he
said, they would not get elected, but
fortunately there was a chance that
some Greens would be. As well as
voting for the Green Party (plus Sinn
Féin if you happen to be in Ireland),
we should throw all our energies into
the People’s Assembly and Stand Up
To Ukip. Apparently, that is the way
to build opposition to austerity and
racism l
Peter Manson
peter.manson@weeklyworker.co.uk

Mini-fiasco and basic democracy
Sarah McDonald reports on latest developments in Hackney

O

n the agenda of Hackney Left
Unity’s February 19 meeting
was, among other things, a
discussion on a left candidate (or
lack thereof) in Hackney South for
the May 7 general election. Left
Unity’s Terry Stewart was initially
nominated as the joint LU-Trade
Unionist and Socialist Coalition
candidate, but then Tusc comrades
suggested that he stand down
in favour of a New Era tenants
campaigner, Lindsey Garrett, who is
deemed to be more popular (if less
political). When it turned out that
Lindsey did not wish to stand after
all, things got heated.
At the February 10 meeting of
Hackney and Islington Tusc, some
had been agitating for another New
Era protestor to stand, whereas the

majority felt that comrade Stewart
now ought to be confirmed as the
Tusc candidate. But Terry decided he
was no longer willing to stand - and
neither was anyone from the New
Era campaign! It is rumoured that
Brian Debus of the Socialist Party
in England and Wales will now
be adopted as the Tusc candidate
in Hackney South. Sadly, Terry
resigned from Left Unity at the end
of our Hackney branch meeting. All
pretty petty stuff.
Following the discussion on this
mini-fiasco, I moved the motion
first passed by Greenwich and
Lewisham branch (see above) and
then adopted by the Communist
Platform. This opposes the ‘Appeal
for an alliance against austerity’
statement undemocratically issued

by Left Unity’s national officers.
The motion was received in the
manner one would expect from
certain comrades - how could
anyone possibly advocate no vote
for Green candidates? As all “young
people” know, the Greens are the
obvious progressive force to the left
of Labour these days (not a petty
bourgeois organisation that has done
deals in local government and is
committed to the system of capital).
According to Liz Davies - once a
left member of the Labour Party’s
national executive - the idea of not
supporting Green Party candidates is
the “height of sectarianism”. Didn’t
we know that ‘anti-austerity’ is the
fault line in European politics these
days? (Not that class doesn’t matter,
she quickly added.)

Pete Green asked repeatedly
what we meant by “working class
candidates” (the motion called for
support only for “working class
candidates who agree to oppose
all cuts to services”) - but seemed
agitated that I heckled an answer to
his question! Odd that such a seasoned
activist of the left would genuinely find
the term confusing. Anyway, he said
our motion was “badly worded” (ie, it
talked about class politics).
However, there was some
discomfort with the fact that the
national officers had sent out an
appeal to the membership that had
not been agreed by either conference
or national council - indeed we
argued that it actually contravened
LU policy, as determined by the
November policy conference. So,

while our motion was defeated, with
only comrade Stewart supporting the
Communist Platform comrades, an
alternative, one-sentence motion was
passed without opposition and only
two abstentions (Dave Kellaway
from Socialist Resistance and Liz
Davies). This made the point that
the statement should have gone
to the NC for discussion, as per
the constitution, rather than going
directly out to the public.
Also on the agenda were
nominations for the forthcoming
elections to the national council.
Unanimously nominated by the
branch were Liz Davies and Guy
Harper for the national list, myself
and Louise Coleman for London
regional list and Pete Green as a
principal speaker l
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Austerity in the colours of Syriza

Golden Dawn: on the march

Athens inevitably blinked first, writes Eddie Ford - and Greece will continue to suffer ever more
poverty as a debt colony

“W

e won the battle, not the
war,” declared Alexis
Tsipras on February 21
after the euro group decided to extend
the bailout deal for another four months.
This was conditional upon the Syrizaled government submitting economic
and other ‘reforms’ deemed acceptable
to its creditors (especially Germany).
Neither part of the Greek prime
minister’s statement is true, of
course. Athens blinked first, as was
always going to be the case, and
decisively lost the battle. And you can
confidently predict that the isolated
Syriza government will lose the war
as well: the enemy is too big. Yes, the
new deal may have averted immediate
bankruptcy and a potentially
catastrophic ‘Grexit’, but the country
remains locked into austerity. Still at
the tender mercies of the despised
European Commission-European
Central Bank-International Monetary
Fund troika (even if they are now
officially called the “institutions”).
Now that the deal has been signed,
with the troika (sorry, institutions)
due to deliver a more detailed
verdict by the end of April before

the last tranche of €7.2 billion can
be paid out, only the most deluded
can fail to see that the agreement
constitutes a headlong retreat from
the Thessaloniki programme first
presented last September - which
itself represented a significant watering
down of Syriza’s original radical goals
(eg, nationalisation of the banks was
dumped). The manifesto or “national
reconstruction plan” was based on
four central pillars: “confronting” the
humanitarian crisis; “restarting” the
economy and promoting tax justice; a
“national plan” to regain employment;
and “transforming” the political
system to “deepen democracy”.1 At the
wider, European, level, the programme
demanded a European “New Deal” of
large-scale public investment by the
European Investment Bank, extending
quantitative easing by the ECB and a
conference for the reduction of Greek
and southern European debt modelled
on the London Debt Agreement of
1953.
Rather unfortunately, Tsipras stated
at the time that the programme is
“not negotiable” - when in reality it
has been negotiated out of existence.

Relatively minor concessions aside,
such as a possible reduction in the
primary budget surplus2 and some
theoretical leeway to propose his own
fiscal/economic policies (which can
be rejected at any time), the Syriza
government has agreed to conform
to the bailout, not buck it - let alone
reverse or overthrow it. If that is a
victory, then one dreads to think what
a defeat would look like.

Pie in the sky

Thus the six-page letter signed by
finance minister Yanis Varoufakis
rowed back on virtually all the
campaign pledges - he may be erratic,
but he is definitely not Marxist. What
Syriza originally wanted (there is no
reason to doubt their sincerity) was the
complete overhaul-cum-cancellation
of the bailout and its onerous austerity
terms; no more ‘supervision’ from
the hated troika; reduction in the
debt owed to the rest of the euro zone
and a profits transfer from the ECB’s
sovereign bond purchase programme;
substantial easing of the requirement
for Athens to indefinitely run large
budget surpluses; an increase in the

statutory minimum wage from €530 a
month to €751; and, of course, an end
to all privatisation programmes.
What Syriza actually consented
to, however, was an extension of
existing bailout terms and conditions;
some minimal reforms to supposedly
address the humanitarian crisis (like
food stamps), so long as they have no
“negative fiscal effects”; a commitment
to work in “close agreement” with its
creditors (ie, the troika/institutions);
maintaining current privatisations and
“improving” the terms of privatisations
that are not yet launched; the reduction/
rationalisation of benefits, whilst
keeping the public-sector wage bill to
its current level; no debt repudiation
or write-off, but a conditional promise
of future transfer of central bank bond
purchase profits to Athens; reduction in
the required 2015 budget surplus from
4.5% to 1.5% (still harsh in a depressed
economy); and the reintroduction
over time of some form of collective
bargaining, and no “unilateral” or
“one-sided” changes to economic
policies and fiscal targets - meaning
minimum wage and other spending
pledges are up in the air. Syriza also

agreed to abandon plans to use some
€11 billion in leftover European bank
support funds to help “restart” the
Greek economy.
Then, of course, we have the vague
and maybe unfulfillable promise to
‘crack down’ on the oligarchs and
criminals - drawing up a €7.3 billion
‘hit list’. In this manner, we are told,
the Greek government hopes to gather
€2.5 billion in tax receipts from the
fortunes of powerful Greek tycoons
- and a similar amount, apparently,
would be drawn from back taxes owed
to the state by various individuals and
businesses. A clampdown on illegal
smuggling of petrol and cigarettes
would yield another €2.3 billion for
government coffers, we discover.
Frankly, this is wildly optimistic.
Obviously, such measures - assuming
they ever happen - would not generate
anywhere near the revenue expected or
hoped: the oligarchs’ money has long
left the country, relocated to London
or New York. The only option, if you
were serious about getting the money,
would be to confiscate their assets - but
clearly that would be to violate EU
law and therefore will not happen.
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The Tsipras leadership would not risk
getting kicked out of the EU.
Anyhow, the EC called Varoufakis’s
letter “sufficiently comprehensive”
to be a “valid starting point” for a
“successful conclusion” of its review
and on February 27 the Bundestag
will be voting on the new deal. The
Rheinische Post newspaper has
reported (February 25) that up to 60
“deviant” government MPs belonging
to the Christian Democratic Union
could rebel, alarmed by the widespread
talk in Berlin that Greece will require
a third bailout this summer worth at
least €20 billion - does the German
taxpayer have infinitely deep pockets?3
A “simple extension of the aid
programme without effective terms
would mean that we are knowingly
throwing further good money after
bad,” claimed the head of the CDU
committee, Kurt Lauk, and its secretary
general, Wolfgang Steiger, in a letter to
German lawmakers.
But it is extremely unlikely that
the German parliament will scupper
the deal, even if it does remain
unclear - putting it mildly - as to how
Athens will make it through to the
end of April without further financial
assistance. Running hard, getting
nowhere. Wolfgang Schäuble, the
finance minister who has taken the
toughest line in the negotiations, has
stated that Grexit is “not an option”;
writing to the speaker of the lower
house, he said that the government
would be in favour of the proposed
extension, provided Greece “avows
its obligations”. However, the euro
group chairman and Dutch finance
minister, Jeroen Dijsselbloem, has
strongly hinted that Athens will need
a further aid programme when the four
months are over. The euro zone would
consider extra debt relief measures, he
said - or threatened - if Athens meets
“all the criteria” specified in the second
November 2012 bailout, “which hasn’t
happened yet”.
What we now have is austerity
in the colours of Syriza, which was
inevitable, once Tsipras et al agreed
to form a government (unless they
wanted to ‘do an Albania’, of course).
Germany and its close allies were
never going to consent to any form of
debt relief or repudiation, as that would
set a dangerous precedent - sparking
rebellion across Europe. Expressing
this worry, one of Schäuble’s senior
officials told the Financial Times: “If
we go deeper into the debt discount
debate, there will be no more reforms
in Europe. There will be joyful
celebrations in the French presidential
palace and probably in Rome, too, if
we go down this path.” In other words,
what Germany is really worried about
- quite understandably from its own
point of view - is that the austerity
regimes imposed on Ireland, Portugal,
Spain and Italy could unravel. The
latter country, it goes without saying,
is too big to fail - if it did, that would
be the end of the euro zone.

Defeat
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Now, you might have dreamed that
Tsipras and Varoufakis were playing a
highly sophisticated and devious game master chess players. Knowing full well
that they could not scrap or reverse the
bailout deal, they actually had another
secret plan up their sleeve: Grexit. They
would revert back to the drachma,
erect stringent capital controls and
nationalise almost everything, whilst
developing trade links with Russia,
China, Venezuela, the Brics and Mint
economies4, etc. After all, only a few
weeks ago, Panos Kammenos, defence
minister and leader of the Independent
Greeks - coalition partners to Syriza openly mused about a “plan B” to get
“funding from other countries”: eg,
Russian and China.5
True, in order to do this the Syriza
government would have to effectively
seal off Greek society - dig deep
trenches, plant endless anti-tank
mines, build millions of bunkers,

massively expand the secret police and
construct an enormous East Germanlike wall around the country to stop
people fleeing: about two million have
already left, after all. So just imagine
how many more would want to leave
after drachmaisation, which would
see a considerable plunge in living
standards: a ‘middle class’ exodus of
doctors, lecturers, lawyers, etc. Tough,
sure, but at least it would have been an
act of resistance.
Pure fantasy, of course. Those
grouped around Syriza’s leadership
never had a plan B, or even much
of a plan A - apart from getting what
crumbs they could from ‘renegotiating’
the bailout and doing whatever they
had to do to remain within the euro/
EU. But the Socialist Worker headline
correctly sums up the situation: ‘New
Greek deal turns the screws on Syriza’
(February 24). Unhappily, Syriza’s
problems are only just beginning.
Whilst the EC was quick to support
the Greek formula, both the ECB
and IMF are a lot more ambiguous
about the bailout extension. Christine
Lagarde, head of the IMF, and Mario
Draghi, ECB president, have expressed
strong reservations to Dijsselbloem.
Lagarde thinks the Greek proposals are
not sufficiently concrete, singling out
“critical” undertakings such as VAT,
pension and labour market reforms and
privatisation - in these and other areas,
the Greek letter is “not conveying
clear assurances”. For his part, Draghi
complained that the pledges outlined
by the Tsipras government “differ from
existing programme commitments”,
meaning that the ECB will have to
assess whether any possible new
measures or policies are of “equal or
better quality” - ie, are sufficiently
committed to austerity and neoliberal
reforms. The troika might come back
later for yet more flesh.
In his own way, Schäuble hit the
nail on the head when he said that
Syriza “certainly will have a difficult
time to explain the deal to their voters”.
He reminded radio listeners that the
Greek government had told the people
“something completely different in
the campaign and afterwards” - hence
the question now is “whether one
can believe the Greek government’s
assurances or not”.
Many within Syriza are far from
happy. Manolis Glezos, MEP and
anti-Nazi resistance veteran - who
famously in May 1941 climbed on
top of the Acropolis and tore down
the swastika - was one of the first to
slam the deal. In a withering statement
he wrote: “Renaming the ‘troika’ as
the ‘institutions’, their ‘memorandum
of understanding’ as an ‘agreement’
and the ‘lenders’ into ‘partners’ doesn’t
change the situation.” He has called
for urgent opposition inside the party
on the grounds that there can be “no
compromise between oppressor and
oppressed”. Sofia Sakorafa, another
MEP - the first MP to quit Pasok over
its support for austerity - and leading
Syriza economist John Milios quickly
endorsed Glezos’s statement.
Similarly, Costas Lapavitsas, Syriza
MP, professor of economics at the
School of Oriental and African Studies
- and a prominent member of the Left
Platform tendency - wrote a scathing
open letter on his blog, outlining how
“difficult” it is see how the Thessaloniki
programme (which includes writing
off the biggest part of the debt and
scrapping the memorandum) “can be
implemented through this agreement”.
He went on to say that it is necessary to
“give substantial answers immediately
to these questions” in order to “retain
the large support and the dynamism
given to us by the Greek people”.6
Perhaps even more damning
was the reaction from Stathis
Kouvelakis, member of the Syriza
central committee. He bluntly stated
that “going on this way can only
mean defeat”, as under the deal the
Syriza government will have “no
choice other than to administer the

memorandum framework”.7 In turn,
this will “disappoint the hopes and
expectations” of those who voted
for the party. He warned that Syriza
could “disintegrate” and that there
could be a “reconfiguration” of the
current political alliances, as there
is no longer any reason why promemorandum forces “should go on
refusing to collaborate” with Alexis
Tsipras. It is far from impossible, he
contended, that To Potami, Pasok and
even a wing of New Democracy could
end up getting into bed with Tsipras and it was “precisely” the latter that
Syriza was “giving a nod and a wink
to” when it chose to support Prokopis
Pavlopoulos, a leading figure from
ND’s centrist wing, for president (with
233 votes in favour).

Folly

U n s u r p r i s i n g l y, t h e ‘ o ff i c i a l
communist’ KKE - which now looks
certain to gain more votes in the
next election (unlike Syriza) - was
not keen to express sympathy for
‘comrade’ Tsipras, who was, after all,
caught in an obviously impossible
position between the Scylla of the
troika and the Charybdis of the
anti-memorandum masses. No, it
denounces Tsipras as a reformist sellout and Syriza as the “left reserve
force” of capitalism.8 Indeed, a SyrizaKKE battle is looming - whether over
the privatisation of the Piraeus docks,
a staunch KKE base, or the future
direction of the country in general.
In fact, Tsipras will soon face his first
protest rally since becoming prime
minister, given that the KKE has
called for a demonstration on February
27 against the bailout agreement. The
Syriza leader stands accused of caving
in to the euro zone leaders and trying
to deceive the public about the results
- which “contain all the anti-popular
policies” of ND and Pasok.9
As for Golden Dawn and other
far-right formations, their attitude
is totally predictable - Tsipras is a
national traitor like all Marxists and
communists: look at how they have
betrayed the country. Greece will
continue to be polarised between the
far right (maybe including sections
of the Independent Greeks) and the
far left: the centre cannot possibly
hold. Under such crisis conditions, it
is not entirely inconceivable that the
EU will sponsor some sort of coup whether militarily or constitutionally.
Perhaps attempt to get a technocratic
government installed, as in Italy.
All this demonstrates the folly of
tying yourself to the Syriza flag, as Left
Unity stupidly did - making it a sister
party and so on. Even worse, forces
within LU are now talking about an
“anti-austerity alliance”, using Syriza
as their model. Complete madness,
when you consider that the Syriza
government is now committed to
implementing its version of austerity
- lite or otherwise. Talk about shooting
yourself in the foot.
By contrast, we have the approach
of the Bolsheviks to taking power how did they justify it? On the scales
of history the main justification for
taking power in such an appalling
backward country as Russia was that it
would spark the European revolution (a
realistic expectation at the time), which
in turn would come to the aid and rescue
of the isolated Bolsheviks - the working
class being a small minority within the
country as a whole.
Look at how they viewed the
Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, which meant
accepting huge territorial losses - not
to mention becoming the objects of
vitriolic denunciation by forces to their
left and right. But they did not do a
Alexis Tsipras and blithely declare it
a ‘victory’. Rather, they viewed it as
a regrettable necessity, which bought
some time, whilst they waited for the
German socialist revolution - which
tragically never came, thanks to the
treachery of social democracy. Syriza,
on the other hand, has no such vision

or hope.
If you find yourself in a situation
where there is absolutely no reasonable or
viable prospect of carrying out your full
minimum programme, then you should
remain a party of extreme opposition
- something that stands full-square in
the Second International tradition, to
which Lenin and the Bolsheviks fully
subscribed. Regrettably, sections of the
left think the Weekly Worker is mad
for raising these issues - showing how
they have lost their historical memory.
But there are objective, material factors
that cannot be overcome by an act of
will or even a big popular vote. Greece,
at the end of the day, is a small and
economically weak country that does
not produce much in terms of industrial
production and, if placed under siege,
would be unlikely to be able to feed
itself: essentially it is a tourist and
shipping country.
What Syriza should have done,
if it had being any sort of a genuine
Marxist party, is resist the temptation
of government (‘taking power’) - let
the pro-memorandum parties take
responsibility for the shit they created.
It should have concentrated instead on
building up its own forces and digging
deeper roots in society, to the point where
it became genuinely hegemonic within
Greece. Most importantly of all, it should
have aimed to develop and deepen its
European connections and contacts,
with the eventual aim of taking power
on a continent-wide basis alongside other
working class parties.
Instead, like others before them,
Syriza fell for the trap of government
- leaving itself in a lose-lose situation,
with extraordinarily limited room for
manoeuvre l
eddie.ford@weeklyworker.co.uk
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debt-servicing costs are excluded.
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4. ‘Mint’ is an acronym referring to the economies
of Mexico, Indonesia, Nigeria and Turkey,
invented by Jim O’Neill of Goldman Sachs, who
also thought up the term ‘Brics’.
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General election
fund

We are collecting

T

he Communist Platform is
raising money towards Left
Unity’s general election campaign.
So far five candidates have
been selected in key seats.
Obviously to run an effective
campaign Left Unity will need
substantial finances. There is a
£20,000 national target. We are
calling upon Communist Platform
members to collectively make a
contribution towards this target.
To donate, go to http://
communistplatform.org.uk.

What we
fight for
n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many socalled ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n
Communists operate
according to the principles of
democratic centralism. Through
ongoing debate we seek to achieve
unity in action and a common
world outlook. As long as they
support agreed actions, members
should have the right to speak
openly and form temporary or
permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all
imperialist wars and occupations
but constantly strive to bring
to the fore the fundamental
question - ending war is bound
up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are
internationalists. Everywhere
we strive for the closest unity and
agreement of working class and
progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without
a global Communist Party,
a Communist International,
the struggle against capital is
weakened and lacks coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to
and enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism
i s s y n o n y m o u s w i t h w a r,
pollution, exploitation and crisis.
As a global system capitalism
can only be superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed
into schools for communism.
n Communists are champions
of the oppressed. Women’s
oppression, combating racism and
chauvinism, and the struggle for
peace and ecological sustainability
are just as much working class
questions as pay, trade union rights
and demands for high-quality
health, housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It
is the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic
or, as with Stalin’s Soviet Union,
it turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition
to communism - a system
which knows neither wars,
exploitation, money, classes,
states nor nations. Communism
is general freedom and the real
beginning of human history.
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Netanyahu
wants to
sabotage
agreement

Will there be a deal?
As negotiations continue, Yassamine Mather examines the intricacies of Middle East relations

T

he deadline for the current
nuclear negotiations between the
P5+1 powers and Iran is not until
the end of June, yet discussions held
this week in Geneva between Iranian
and US ministers were significant both sides are eager to claim some
success before next week’s visit of
Israeli prime minister Binyamin
Netanyahu to Washington.
Secretary of state John Kerry and
Iranian foreign minister Mohammad
Javad Zarif were also trying to
arrive at a statement of ‘political
understanding’ and by all accounts
some progress was made - probably
enough to upset neoconservatives in
the US Congress and Senate, as well
as Netanyahu himself. The Israeli
prime minister has made it clear he
is opposed to any negotiations and
is expected to use a speech to a joint
session of the US Congress to reiterate
his claim that the Islamic Republic is
the biggest threat to world peace.
Netanyahu has already stepped up
his rhetoric, saying it was “astonishing”
that talks were continuing over what
would be a “dangerous” deal. The
invitation he received from House
of Representatives speaker John
Boehner to address both houses has
already caused controversy in the US.
In an unprecedented diplomatic snub
both John Kerry and Barack Obama
have made it clear they will not meet
him during his visit to Washington.
According to columnist Steve
Forbes - who calls Netanyahu “the
Churchill of our time” for his constant
warnings about the ‘danger to peace’
posed by Iran - Obama is attempting
to “conclude a Neville Chamberlainlike deal with Tehran”. But pro-Israeli
Democrats are concerned about the
negative publicity Netanyahu’s visit
is attracting. Some are considering
boycotting his March 3 address, while
others met last week with the Israeli
ambassador, trying to convince him
that the occasion should be postponed.
However, Netanyahu is unlikely to
back down. He is determined to speak
as the representative of the “entire
Jewish people”.
A week ago it was reported that
US national security advisor Susan
Rice had cut off contact with her
Israeli counterpart, Yossi Cohen. US
chief negotiator Wendy Sherman was
quoted as saying that Rice will “no
longer keep Israel informed”.1 While
this was later denied by the US state
department, there is no doubt that USIsraeli relations are at an all-time low.
By mid-week the Israeli prime
minister faced more bad news,
when it was revealed that the Israeli
intelligence agency, Mossad, knew
that Netanyahu’s claims about Iranian
nuclear capability were false. In
2012, Netanyahu told the UN general
assembly: “By next spring, at most by
next summer, at current enrichment
rates, [Iran] will have finished the
medium enrichment and moved
on to the final stage. From there,
it’s only a few months, possibly a
few weeks, before they get enough
enriched uranium for the first bomb.”2
However, Mossad documents show
that at the time of Netanyahu’s

speech Israel’s intelligence agency
had concluded that Iran was “not
performing the activity necessary to
produce weapons”.3
The previous week, the US had
released a defence department report
from 1987, which gave details of
assistance provided to Israel in the
development of its hydrogen bomb.
In September 2014, the Institute for
Research on Middle Eastern Policy
had filed a lawsuit for the release
of classified documents containing
the details and a judge ruled that
the Pentagon must comply with the
freedom of information request.
However, Israel’s supporters in the US
claim Obama willingly declassified
the documents and released them
to a think-tank in order to damage
Netanyahu.
The report, entitled ‘Critical
technology assessment in Israel and
Nato nations’, provides details of
some of Israel’s nuclear facilities,
comparing them to the Los Alamos
and Oak Ridge National Laboratories,
where US nuclear weapons were
developed. The Israeli facilities “were
advanced enough to formulate, design
and build nuclear weapons”, reads the
report. The Israelis were “developing
the kind of codes which will enable
them to make hydrogen bombs: that
is, codes which detail fission and
fusion processes on a microscopic
and macroscopic level.”4
This is obviously not good news
for a country that continues to deny
its nuclear capability, has not signed
the non-proliferation treaty and is not
inspected by International Atomic
Energy Agency officials. However, as
far as the talks between Iran and P5+1
are concerned, it seems none of this
matters. As both Obama and Iran’s
supreme leader, Ali Khamenei, have
said in the past few weeks, the main
technical issues regarding Tehran’s
nuclear capability have been resolved,
and so current discussions are dealing
with wider political issues. However,
both leaders are publicly pessimistic
about the outcome of the current
negotiations - either that or they are
preparing their population for the
worst-case scenario.

Strategic interests

On the face of it, the two countries,
confronting a common enemy in
the shape of Islamic State, need
each other more than ever before.
However, it is clear that, for all the
current animosity between Obama
and Netanyahu, US strategic

UK
Europe
Rest of
world

interests in the region lie with Israel,
Saudi Arabia and Turkey - countries
that consider Iran’s policies to be
expansionist and a major threat to
their stability.
Saudi Arabia claims it is concerned
about Iran’s influence in Iraq, Syria
and Lebanon, while continued unrest
amongst Shias in Bahrain have made
the situation far worse. Over the
last few years Bahrain has accused
Iran’s Revolutionary Guards of
providing opposition fighters with
explosives training in order to carry
out attacks. Last week Iran retaliated
by claiming Bahrain was arming and
funding forces opposed to the Islamic
Republic inside its borders.
Then there is Yemen. Shia Houthis
took control of the Yemeni capital,
Sana’a, in September 2014 in what
Saudi Arabia called a “coup against
constitutional legitimacy”. The
Houthis dismissed the president,
dissolved the parliament and
established a transitional council,
while anti-Houthi forces have staged
demonstrations and protests in what
is seen by many as one of the scenes
of confrontations between Iran and
Saudi Arabia. No-one in the region
doubts Iran’s role in Yemen, yet
surprisingly there is very little news
of it in the mass media. However,
on February 24, John Kerry claimed
that Iran’s support for Shi’ite rebels in
Yemen “contributed” to the militia’s
takeover of the Yemeni capital and
the collapse of the government.
He added: “But I do know that the
Iranians were surprised by the events
that took place and are hoping to see a
national dialogue take place.”5
This conciliatory statement is a
reflection of US confusion over the
region. On the one hand, it wants a
resolution to the long conflict with
Iran, but, on the other, it needs to
maintain its support for Saudi Arabia.
Opposition to IS has brought the US
and Iran closer together and finding
a resolution to the conflict with Iran
would be seen as a historic foreign
policy achievement for Obama. Yet
the US administration also needs to
maintain good relations with Saudi
Arabia and keep Israel content.
For its part, Iran is now desperate
for a deal. Sanctions have crippled the
country’s economy and Iranians had
hoped that nuclear talks would bring
about an easing of sanctions and see it
recover from a minus rate of growth.
However, Iran’s total reliance on the
sale of oil means the economy is facing
disaster, as the price of oil collapses.
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The government of Hassan Rowhani
has been working on its budget for the
new Iranian year 1393-94. The first
draft, prepared before Christmas, was
based on an oil price of $72 a barrel,
but the current price is $50.
Al t h o u g h n e g o t i a t i o n s a r e
continuing, many firms have seen a
renewal of European and US sanctions.
In mid-February, the European Union
reinstated sanctions on the National
Iranian Tanker Company. These had
been lifted in July, when the company
argued it was a privately owned
enterprise. However, the EU decided
the company has close links with the
Iranian government and overturned
last summer’s decision.
In addition, large sections of the
working class have not been paid for
months. In early February around
1,000 workers from Safa Rolling and
Pipe Mills came out on a three-day
strike, demanding that the company
pay wages owed for the last four
months and workers’ insurance for
well over a year. Even those who
have been paid are seeing their living
standards fall. Last week nurses went
on strike and held a protest outside
the offices of the Iranian president,
highlighting the disparity between
doctors’ and nurses’ pay. Some
medics have benefited from 400%
pay rises, while nurses’ wages have
remained static.
So it is not surprising that, with the
exception of small, ultra-conservative
groups, everyone inside Iran is hoping
the nuclear deal will succeed and
that this will improve the economic
situation. Ayatollah Khamenei has
gone out of his way to make positive
comments about the negotiations,
reiterating his ‘confidence’ in the
foreign ministry team. Having said
that, last week Iran’s supreme leader
said that if the negotiations continue
“on the basis of what [foreign
powers] dictate”, sanctions would
not be lifted: “The enemy is going
to use the weapon of sanctions to the
hilt because their goal is to stop the
progress of our people.”
As the negotiations enter a crucial
stage, Khamenei has spoken out
against what he has called a solution
in two phases, in which a deal would
be reached, but sanctions would stay
in place for an interim period. He
has proposed one single agreement
instead of multiple deadlines. A month
earlier, the supreme leader had said
Iran’s opponents were “greedy” and
that any agreement must be based on
a lifting of all sanctions. However, Iran

would challenge any continuation of
sanctions by further developing its
own economy, and would try to turn
the tables when it came to “isolation
and mismanagement”. So what does
the supreme leader propose? Sanctions
against the west: “Iran has the world’s
most gas and oil, and if need be Iran
can hold back gas that Europe and the
world is so dependent on.”6
Someone should remind Khamenei
that the price of oil is falling - partly
because of US shale oil, and partly
because Libyan oil has returned to the
market. This has pushed up supply at a
time when the European, Chinese and,
by extension, the world economy is
facing a slowdown: more supply, less
demand. Under such circumstances
it is difficult to see how oil sanctions
imposed on western powers would
help Iran’s economy or achieve
political victory.
As for the policy of refusing to sell
Iranian gas to Europe, this remains
for the time being a figment of the
supreme leader’s imagination. For
Iran to do so at competitive prices,
it would need a pipeline across areas
of the Middle East that are currently
war zones. The alternative method
is to liquefy gas and export it in that
form. That would be a very expensive
endeavour and unlikely to benefit
Iran’s economy through the regular
sale of gas - never mind after the
Islamic Republic has imposed the
retaliatory sanctions proposed by the
supreme leader.
The reality is that, for all the talk of
political independence and building
“resistance economy”, Iran remains
a single-product, rentier capitalist
state, at the mercy of world powers.
No amount of rhetoric will change
that fact l
yassamine.mather@weeklyworker.co.uk
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